ABSTRACT
IYER, MOHAN L. Providing Bandwidth on Demand Services using Optical Network Design
and the SILO Network Architecture. (Under the direction of Dr. George N. Rouskas. and Dr.
Rudra Dutta.)
This research concerns the issue of providing applications with direct access to bandwidth
on demand services in cloud computing environments. Computationally intensive applications
like scientific computing, data visualization and financial trading, require large amounts of network bandwidth and cannot tolerate variations in network performance. A cloud provider can
address these concerns by reserving bandwidth of varying magnitude for application flows while
minimizing network cost. We use a two-pronged strategy to address this issue. First, we design
a provider network that satisfies long-term estimated traffic demands using traffic engineering
approaches, minimizing the network deployment cost. Second, we accommodate application
bandwidth requests of varying magnitude without exposing the details of the provider’s network to the application.
Cloud providers use optical networks to connect their infrastructure that is distributed over
geographically diverse locations. We design an optical network to accommodate a given set of
traffic demands with the objective of minimizing the number of wavelength interfaces or optical
ports used by the nodes. Advances in optical communications enable grouping of wavelengths
into wavebands and augment the communication devices, like optical cross connects, to switch
wavebands. We propose a hierarchical approach which uses waveband technology to establish
optical connections for the considered set of traffic demands. Simulations indicate that the
hierarchical approach produces scalable solutions in terms of different waveband and cluster
sizes.
Customers of cloud providers pay only for the services and infrastructure they use; hence,
cloud providers need to use customizable architectures to offer customer applications differentiated services. We augment the Services Integration and controL Optimization (SILO) network
architecture to provide applications with bandwidth on demand services. The SILO architecture
allows network stacks to be customized per application flow and enables easy service deployment for cloud providers. High bandwidth application flows are accommodated over multiple
virtual circuits set up between the source and destination; multiple low bandwidth application
flows are groomed into a single virtual circuit. Each virtual circuit operates at network link
speed and uses the optical connections established during network design.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Cloud Computing and Cloud Providers

With the explosion of information, the computing needs of organizations to process relevant
information have greatly increased. The amount of infrastructure required to satisfy organizational computing needs and the resources needed to maintain this infrastructure have proportionally increased. Hence, organizations find it expensive to build and maintain computing
infrastructure. This infrastructure may support applications involving information processing,
data analytics, and computer simulations, amongst others.
Cloud providers address the issues related to building and maintaining computing infrastructure for various organizations; they also update their software and hardware infrastructure
to reflect the current state of the art. Organizations can lease, for specific time durations the
required amount of infrastructure from cloud providers to execute their computational tasks.
Examples of cloud providers include Amazon Web Service’s Elastic Cloud and Simple Storage
Service [3], Microsoft’s Windows Azure [66], and Google’s App Engine [47] platforms.
Cloud providers typically offer computational power and data storage abilities to customer
organizations. The architecture used to lease out computational power needs to provide resource
allocation mechanisms, deterministic services, and high performance computing while hiding
the underlying technology that is used. Similarly, data storage architectures are expected to
provide for data protection from device failure and disaster recovery from catastrophic events
like earthquakes. Within a cloud provider’s infrastructure, also referred to as the “Cloud”,
applications are hosted in a software container which imitates the software components on
which the application is designed to run; such containers are known as Virtual Machines [98].
Data storage is typically used to store data generated during or on completion of the execution
of the applications.
Cloud providers use networking technology extensively to help organizations access their
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applications and data placed in the Cloud. Each customer request for computational power is
satisfied by creating virtual machines; each virtual machine is dynamically assigned a globally
unique identifier known as an Internet Protocol (IP) address. Networking technology is also
used to transfer data from one storage location to another. In addition to this, Cloud providers
maintain computing infrastructure at different locations to (1) ensure service availability to
customers in case of calamities, (2) take advantage of subsidized electrical and cooling costs at
diverse locations, and (3) be located close to customers to address concerns of latency and user
experience. This distributed infrastructure is connected via high bandwidth networks.

1.2

Cloud Networking Challenges

Recently, a number of scientific computing applications have emerged which are computationally
intensive, generate massive amounts of data, and require high bandwidth network access to
remote peers or instrumentation devices. As an example, distributed applications associated
with the Large Hadron Collider experimental project need to handle approximately 20 Petabytes
of data annually [39]. [84] argues that this data is rarely co-located, so there is a need to address
distributed data challenges; clouds are gaining acceptance as a means to address the concerns
of the scientific computing community [30, 57]. Real world applications performing distributed
data mining also need high bandwidth network access to distribute data sets which are terabytes
in size [15, 29]; analysis of these distributed data sets is performed to build a data mining model
and perform query processing.
In addition to the scientific computing and data mining applications, there exist applications
like CineGrid [26], financial trading systems, and data visualization that are computationally
intensive and require deterministic network latency; the networking requirements of such applications cannot be guaranteed by carrier networks [39]. A cloud provider can address these
issues by building and maintaining a network infrastructure to connect its distributed sites.
Application demands for network bandwidth can be satisfied by leasing out the networking
infrastructure to customers in conjunction with computational power and/or data storage.
A cloud provider’s networking infrastructure must (1) provide large amounts of bandwidth
to accommodate numerous application data flows, (2) satisfy the individual bandwidth requirements of application flows, (3) automatically detect network failures, and (4) recover from
network failures within a short time span [74]. Optical networks address all of these concerns
and hence are used to connect different campuses of the cloud provider; characteristics of optical
networks are described in Section 1.2.1.
Most cloud infrastructure consists of computing and storage services delivered through data
centers. Data centers house computing and storage infrastructure in controlled environments
under centralized management [64]. The computing infrastructure consists of compute servers,
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while storage infrastructure consists of databases and storage systems. Within each data center,
the computing and storage resources are inter-connected using high speed local area networks
(LANs) consisting of Gigabit Ethernet and Fiber Channel, amongst other technologies. Data
centers are connected to each other using wide area network (WAN) technologies like optical
networks; section 1.2.3 describes the underlying network technology used within data centers
and the manner in which they connect to optical networks.
Each compute server hosts multiple applications whose data flows have different data processing and resource requirements [31]. Applications must have mechanisms to make the network architecture aware of their requirements so that the network can accommodate them.
Cloud providers need architectures which enable the seamless addition of new network functionality to provide differentiated, value-added services to applications. The set of features the
network architecture should provide to cloud environments is discussed in Section 1.2.2.

1.2.1

Clouds and Optical Network Design

Optical Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) network technology is well suited
to address the networking needs of cloud providers. Optical DWDM networks offer bandwidth
on the order of Terabits per second, have a high signal to noise ratio, and extremely low power
requirements [2]. They are optical, circuit switched networks and thus provide better security
and deterministic network latency due to flow isolation. Optical networks have well designed
and scalable survivability mechanisms to detect network failures and recover from them [71].
Optical DWDM technology is protocol, and bit-rate independent. Optical DWDM networks
can carry different traffic types and may operate at varied speeds simultaneously; we provide
more details about this characteristic in Sections 1.2.3 and 2.2. This feature is particularly
attractive since optical DWDM technology can accommodate future evolution in the data link
layer protocols.
Optical fiber and network devices are expensive to deploy and maintain, which inhibits their
adoption by cloud providers. The deployment cost can be minimized by efficiently designing the
optical network based on the estimates of long-term traffic demands. The efficiency of network
design is dependent on the accuracy of traffic demand estimates; however, these estimates are
difficult to perform. The physical network topology can be designed using the conservative
estimates of long term traffic demand; additional network resources can be added incrementally
based on present traffic demand and estimates of future traffic demand [45].
The network design mechanisms satisfy traffic estimates by establishing optical connections
between source-destination pairs. Each optical connection is identified by the route it traverses
from source to destination and the communication channel it uses. Network design mechanisms
concentrate on performing intelligent routing and channel assignment of the optical connections
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using traffic engineering algorithms. The objective of traffic engineering is to “put traffic where
network bandwidth and other resources are available” in an efficient and effective manner [68];
this approach focuses on minimizing the amount of network resources. The set of optical
connections form a virtual network topology over the physical topology.
Advances in optical communication technologies have enormously increased the number of
optical communication channels, or wavelengths, in a fiber. Hence, the number of wavelength
interfaces or optical ports required at optical switches or cross connects in network nodes has also
increased, which increases switch cost. Recently, mechanisms to group multiple wavelengths into
wavebands [18] have been developed. The optical cross connect architecture requires extensions
to identify wavebands as a single entity while switching; this has led to the development of
Multi-Granular Optical Cross Connects (MG-OXC) which switch data at various granularities
including wavelengths, wavebands, and whole fibers. Waveband Switching is the associated
optical network design problem which aims to reduce the MG-OXC switch size through traffic
engineering and appropriate use of wavebands.

1.2.2

Cloud Applications and Bandwidth on Demand Services

Cloud providers prefer to use customizable and flexible Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) to
provide customers with differentiated services [92] enabling customer applications leverage the
infrastructure effectively. Customers pay cloud providers only for the services and the amount
of infrastructure they use [65]. A similar architecture is required for networking services, which
satisfies varied requests from different applications without exposing the details of the network
infrastructure.
Customer requests to host applications over cloud infrastructure come at different instances
of time; these applications require varied amounts of bandwidth to share information with
their peers. The networking architecture should be able to accommodate new applications at
all instances of time satisfying their requests for varied bandwidth requirements. Customers
should be billed for the amount of network bandwidth used by their applications; hence, the
networking architecture should have good accounting mechanisms to determine the network
resources used by application flows. From a cloud provider’s perspective, the networking architecture should accommodate as many and as varied application requests for bandwidth as
possible while minimizing the use of network resources.
The present Internet architecture does not provide applications with any mechanism to
request network resources; the bandwidth used by an application flow is dependent on the other
flows using the network, and the available bandwidth is shared by all flows in the network.
Applications are provided with only two options to process their traffic, (1) The Transport
Control Protocol(TCP) [52] which provides reliability, flow control, congestion control, and in-
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order delivery, amongst other features, and (2) The User Datagram Protocol(UDP) [73] which
supports none of these transport functionalities. The inability to request network resources
and the lack of feature customization are major performance inhibitors for applications which
require large amounts of network bandwidth [31].
The Services Integration and controL Optimization (SILO) Architecture [35] is a customizable, service oriented networking architecture developed by researchers at the NC State University and the Renaissance Computing Institute (RenCI). The SILO architecture provides
customized, per flow network stacks to applications and enables the seamless addition of new
functionality. Customized, per flow network stacks allow applications to use only the required
network functions for their flows; seamless addition of new functionality helps cloud providers
provide differentiated, value-added services. These characteristics enable the easy development of bandwidth-on-demand services within the SILO architecture, and “customizing” the
network bandwidth specific to each application flow without exposing the underlying network
infrastructure to the applications.

1.2.3

Networking within Cloud Provider Centers

Computing and storage resources within data centers are connected to each other and the
outside world using a high speed LAN as shown in Figure 1.1. The compute servers and storage
systems are connected to the Access-Aggregation layer, which contains multi-layer switches to
offer services like load balancing, firewalls, web caching, and Intrusion Detection Systems. These
services are provided by the data center to address the security concerns of applications. The
Core layer connects the Access-Aggregation layer to other centers using optical networks, and
to the outside world through the Internet Edge; the Core layer may also serve other areas of
the center.
The network within the data center is composed of Gigabit Ethernet (1 Gbps or 10 Gbps)
links which connect end systems, access and core layer switches. Since Ethernet does not provide
any bandwidth guarantees, four extensions to the Ethernet standard have been proposed by the
IEEE 802.1 Data Center Bridging Task Group [48]. A brief description about these extensions
is obtained from [48] and mentioned in verbatim below.
1. “Priority-based Flow Control (PFC) provides a link level flow control mechanism that
can be controlled independently for different priorities. The goal of this mechanism is to
ensure zero loss due to congestion in data center bridged networks. This is achieved by
sending a PAUSE frame for a specific priority, which halts the transmission of the sender
for a specified period of time. Each priority is determined by the IEEE 802.1p Class
of Service to differentiate among traffic types. Priority-based Flow Control is an active
project P802.1Qbb with the IEEE 802.1 working group.”
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Figure 1.1: Data Center Network
2. “Enhanced Transmission Selection (ETS) provides a common management framework
for assignment of bandwidth to traffic classes. When the offered load in a traffic class
of higher priority does not use its allocated bandwidth, enhanced transmission selection
will allow other traffic classes to use the available bandwidth. The bandwidth-allocation
priorities will share bandwidth between bursty traffic loads while coexisting with the strict
priority mechanisms carrying traffic requiring minimum latency. Enhanced Transmission
Selection is an active project P802.1Qaz with the IEEE 802.1 working group.”
3. “Congestion Notification (CN) provides end to end congestion management for protocols
that do not already have congestion control mechanisms built in; e.g., Fiber Channel
over Ethernet (FCoE). Congestion is managed by enabling bridges to signal congestion
information to end stations; the end stations should be capable of transmission rate
limiting, to avoid frame loss. Congestion Notification is an active project P802.1Qau
with the IEEE 802.1 working group.”
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4. “Data Center Bridging Capabilities Exchange Protocol (DCBX): A discovery and capability exchange protocol that is used for conveying capabilities and configuration of the
above features between neighbors to ensure consistent configuration across the network.”
Switches in the Access-Aggregation layer are expected to have these extensions; Cisco’s
Nexus Switch [27] series already incorporates these features. Switches ensure that no data
frames are lost due to congestion in the data center network, using Congestion Notification and
Priority Flow Control mechanisms. End systems are expected to use the notification from the
switches to inform higher layer protocols about the congestion, enabling them take corrective
actions.
The switches in the Core layer feed traffic from the data center to the optical network
using the optical transport network protocol. The Optical Transport Network (OTN) protocol
encapsulates Ethernet frames for transport over the optical network. OTN protocol has different
levels which operate at different speeds. For example, OTN 1 operates at 2.66 Gbps, while
OTN2 operates at 10.709 Gbps, and so on. OTN frames are carried over wavelengths within
the optical networks; more information about OTN can be found in [69]. The mapping of
different Gigabit Ethernet standards and their corresponding OTN levels is shown in Figure 1.2;
it shows that two 1Gbps Ethernet links (shown by solid lines) map to one OTN1 link (shown by
dotted-dashed lines), while eight 1 Gbps links map to OTN2, and so on. Please note that the
figure is schematic, and the bandwidth numbers shown are not accurate; for more information
on OTN interfaces, refer to ITU-T G.709 [1]. The option also exists of multiplexing data over
different Gigabit Ethernet links into a higher speed OTN level or encoding the data directly
onto the OTN level of the corresponding speed. The switching fabric at optical network nodes
is unaware of the OTN level carried by the optical channels; this makes the optical network
bit-rate independent and the switching fabric can accommodate optical channels performing
transmission at different speeds simultaneously.

1.3

Thesis Contribution

This thesis enables cloud providers to deliver bandwidth on demand services of varying magnitude accessible by cloud applications over the cloud provider’s network while minimizing the
associated network cost. This vision is achieved using two-pronged strategy.
1. Network Design: We lower network deployment cost and accommodate a given set of
long term traffic demands using network design mechanisms which consider node architecture and optical channel availability.
2. Bandwidth on Demand Services: We enable applications to request and obtain varying amounts of bandwidth from the networking architecture without exposing the under7
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Figure 1.3: Optical Network Interconnecting Four Cloud Centers
lying network technology. The networking architecture utilizes the optical connections set
up through the mechanisms of network design to satisfy application bandwidth requests.
We show the relevance of this work through an example shown in Figures 1.3-1.7. Figure 1.3
shows a cloud provider with four centers connected together by optical fibers; each fiber is
capable of carrying four wavelengths, and traffic is fed into the optical network at 1 Gbps
by all sites. We assume that the data center networks operate at 1 Gbps and are capable of
automatic setup of relevant virtual circuits to connect end systems to the optical network; such
automatic setup is possible under existing control architectures such as the Open Resource
Control Architecture and Breakable Experimental Network (ORCA-BEN) [37]. The cloud
provider still needs to determine the amount of network resources to provision for use; we
consider the number of optical fibers and the amount of switching capacity at optical cross
connects as the resources to be provisioned.
Centers A and C host data mining and video conferencing applications. The data mining
application requires 700 Mbps network bandwidth for data transfer, while the video conferencing application requires 300 Mbps of bandwidth to connect remote campuses of an educational
organization conducting Distance Education courses in real time. The cloud also hosts scientific computing applications from High Energy Nuclear Physics laboratories at centers B and
D, which requires 3 Gbps of network bandwidth. The cloud provider is expected to provide
computing power, data storage, and network bandwidth as required for these applications.
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1.3.1

Optical Network Design

We consider the Waveband Switching network design problem of minimizing network cost while
satisfying a given set of long-term traffic demands using wavebands and Multi-Granular Optical Cross Connects (MG-OXC). The network cost is determined by the total number of optical
ports used and the number of wavelengths used per link in the network. We have designed
efficient algorithms that address this problem over a hierarchical network; our solution considers any physical network that is partitioned into smaller, manageable clusters. We conduct a
comprehensive performance evaluation using simulations and we present numerical results to
demonstrate that our solution efficiently scales across different numbers of clusters and waveband sizes. This work was the first to study the effectiveness of different MG-OXC architectures
based on the interactions of wavelength, waveband, and fiber.
In the example we consider, the cloud provider may use the hierarchical waveband switching
mechanism over the network shown in Figure 1.3 to determine the minimum amount of resources
required to service the long-term traffic demands. We consider the number of optical fibers and
the number of optical ports used at optical cross connects to be resources; the number of optical
ports required at an optical cross connect is determined by the number of optical connections
that use the cross connect. The cloud provider needs to allocate one wavelength traffic demand
from campus A to C and three wavelength traffic demands from campus B to D, represented
on the figure by solid lines. The provider also estimates one additional traffic demand from
campus A to C and campus B to D for future use, represented by the dashed lines.
The hierarchical approach considers a network partitioned into four clusters and groups
two wavelengths into a waveband; two optical connections are established on each of the paths
(Center A → 4 → 1 → 2 → Center C), (Center B → 1 → 2 → 3 → Center D), and (Center
B → 1 → 4 → 3 → Center D) to service the estimated traffic demands. The solution is shown
in Figure 1.4. It spreads the optical connections across multiple fibers to reduce the number of
wavelengths used per link; two optical connections traverse the path (Center B → 1 → 2 → 3
→ Center D), while another two traverse the path (Center B → 1 → 4 → 3 → Center D) to
spread the link loads over the network even though their source-destination pairs are the same.
In the final solution, two groups are formed, each containing two optical connections to enable
MG-OXCs to switch the group as wavebands. The solid arrows represent resource allocation to
satisfy the existing traffic demands, while the dotted arrows represent provisioning for future
traffic demands.
The established optical connections form a logical topology over the physical network, as
shown in Figure 1.5. The logical topology consists of four nodes representing the different
campuses and edges representing the optical connections established between the campuses.
This hierarchical approach to waveband switching is described in Chapter 5.
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1.3.2

Bandwidth on Demand Services

We extend the SILO architecture [35] to provide applications with mechanisms to request
bandwidth and enable end systems to process these requests based on the underlying network
speed. We successfully hide the details of the network infrastructure from applications by
augmenting the SILO architecture; the extensions enable the SILO architecture to efficiently
accommodate application requests for bandwidth ranging from a fraction of the data center
network link speed to multiples of that link speed.
We assume that virtual circuits are automatically established within the data center networks to service application flow. Virtual circuits are expected to use dedicated network links
to service application flow at a deterministic rate. Switches at the Access and Core layers of the
data center network also need to be provisioned with the required bandwidth and the path traversed by each flow; switches can satisfy the bandwidth requirement by tagging the flows with
relevant IEEE 802.1p Class of Service and using Priority-based Flow Control. Virtual circuits
can be identified with unique IEEE 802.1Q Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN) [51] tags or
Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) [36] labels within the cloud provider’s network. Thus,
each virtual circuit will operate at the network link speed of the data center using dedicated
network links and a proportional share of the switching fabric at the Access and Core layers;
we assume that all links within data centers will operate at the same link speed.
Handling High Bandwidth Flows
Whenever an application requests an amount of bandwidth that is greater than the underlying
network speed, the SILO architecture, as extended through this thesis, uses multiple virtual
circuits to satisfy the request; the virtual circuits either originate with or terminate at the end
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system hosting the application. We designed mechanisms that enable applications to dynamically request and modify the amount of required bandwidth without knowing the underlying
network details. These mechanisms separate the process of multiplexing from the policy used;
this enables easy deployment of varied multiplexing policies like Round Robin, Priority Scheduling, and so on. We demonstrate these architectural extensions by implementing the SONET
Virtual Concatenation (VCAT) feature; the application requests to vary the bandwidth are also
accommodated by implementing a SONET Link Capacity Adjustment Scheme (LCAS). The
VCAT/LCAS functionality implemented in SILO also provides support for handling network
faults.
In Figure 1.6, the nuclear physics application flow of 3 Gbps is accommodated over three
virtual circuits; these three virtual circuits use three of the four optical connections established
from campus B to campus D. Data generated by the source application, is split into three
flows of 1 Gbps, each of which is serviced by a virtual circuit; these virtual circuits connect
the peer applications using the optical connections which are routed independently to campus
D. The receiving application gets a 3 Gbps bandwidth flow, unified from the virtual circuits
by the architecture at the destination. The process and entities which perform these tasks are
described in Chapter 3.
Handling Low Bandwidth Flows
Whenever an application requests an amount of bandwidth that is less than the underlying
network speed, the SILO architecture, as extended in this thesis, combines different application
flows into one unified flow. The unified flow is serviced by a single virtual circuit; merged
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application flows may have different bandwidth requirements, but they originate from the same
source and terminate at the same destination. Merging of application flows is performed to
conserve network bandwidth, since virtual circuits use dedicated network links. We demonstrate
these architectural extensions by implementing the different multiplexing policies of Round
Robin and Deficit Round Robin [80]; dynamic addition of application flows into the optical
connection is also accommodated by implementing the scheduling policies of Next Fit, First
Fit, and so on.
In Figure 1.7, the Video conferencing and the data mining application flows of 300 Mbps and
700 Mbps, respectively, are provisioned over a single virtual circuit to reduce the requirement
for network resources. The SILO architecture at the source grooms the application flows into
a virtual circuit, in a bandwidth proportionate manner, without the applications realizing that
such multiplexing is taking place. At the destination, the SILO architecture splits the data
in the virtual circuit, directing each flow to the relevant application. The mechanisms and
extensions to perform these tasks are described in Chapter 4.

1.4

Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as follows. In this chapter, we have motivated the need for cloud
providers to intelligently design their high bandwidth networks and satisfy application requests
for varying amounts of bandwidth without exposing the underlying networking infrastructure.
In Chapter 2, we briefly describe the SILO architecture and Optical Networking; we also discuss
the research approaches related to Virtual Concatenation and Traffic Grooming. In Chapter 3,
we propose extensions to the SILO architecture to accommodate high bandwidth application
flows over multiple virtual circuits using optical network. We consider the inverse problem
of provisioning low bandwidth flows in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, we present a hierarchical
approach to waveband switching which scales for different waveband and cluster sizes. Finally,
we conclude the thesis and discuss future work in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

The SILO Architecture and Optical
Networks
In this chapter, we provide a brief introduction to the SILO Architecture, jointly developed
at the North Carolina State University and the Renaissance Computing Institute, and Optical
Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) Networks. We describe the need for a
new Internet architecture, the major components of the SILO architecture, and its prototype
in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2, we describe essential optical networking concepts and devices
before concluding with the routing and wavelength assignment problem in Section 2.2.

2.1
2.1.1

The SILO Architecture
Motivation for Network Architecture

The current Internet architecture was developed more than 25 years ago with the aim of interconnecting the existing networks of that time [28]. Network functions were broken down into
layers, and protocols were designed or fitted into the layers based on their functionality. Today
the Internet has successfully established itself as a modern communication infrastructure.
Over several decades, this architecture has evolved incrementally [33] to address the requirements arising arising as a result of the changing environment of heterogeneous users, service
needs, economic structures, and threats. Typically, solutions to problems were (and are) engineered within the constraints of the current architecture. Such solutions are mostly suited to a
specific context; for example, a number of Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) variants have
been proposed for high bandwidth-delay networks [41, 96, 101], wireless networks [6, 14, 16, 102],
and there are ongoing efforts towards cross-layer optimizations [63, 75, 81, 93, 99, 100]. In other
cases, addressing broader needs, such as the Internet Protocol (IP) address shortage or security,
has resulted in solutions which violate certain design principles or introduce new functionality
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to the architecture. For example, network address translation violates the end-to-end principle, while MPLS and transport layer security solutions were introduced at layers 2.5 and 3.5,
respectively.
These workarounds for specific problems have raised concerns about the inflexible nature
of the current architecture, the validity of fundamental design principles, and assumptions
on which the current architecture was built. This ossification of the current architecture has
resulted in calls for reconsidering the original principles and redesigning network architecture
from scratch [4, 40]. There have been a number of initiatives in the United States (NSF FIND,
DARPA NewArch) and Europe (FIRE) to address these concerns. Many are still skeptical of
such efforts [33] and compare clean-slate approaches (revolution) with incremental modifications
to the current architecture (evolution) through a biological metaphor. They make a case for the
latter, claiming that evolution is more cost effective, competitive, and robust than revolutionary
approaches.
The architects of the Services Integration and controL Optimization (SILO) architecture
at the North Carolina State University and the Renaissance Computing Institute believe that
although the current Internet architecture has been reasonably successful at addressing networking issues, it has three primary shortcomings. First, it does not allow the seamless addition of
new functionality. Second, it does not support cross layer interactions. Last, implementation
and experimentation with new networking algorithms and protocols requires substantial effort
and is prohibitive for many researchers to undertake.
The SILO architecture is a new network architecture that supports the evolution of a flexible
network architecture [35]. This framework enables evolution by (1) building blocks of finegrained functionality, (2) explicit support for combining elemental blocks to accomplish highly
configurable complex communication tasks, and (3) enabling control elements to facilitate or
manage the architecture. We briefly describe the key components of the SILO architecture in
Section 2.1.2. A prototype of the SILO architecture was built to demonstrate its feasibility; this
prototype is described in Section 2.1.3. Section 2.1.4 describes existing and emerging approaches
in the area of network architecture design and bandwidth on demand services.

2.1.2

SILO Architectural Components

The fundamental building blocks of the SILO architecture are fine-grained services; each service
has a specific, reusable function that is performed on application data relevant to the specific
communication task. This provides the architecture with more flexibility than current protocols,
which typically embed complex functionality.
Each service may have some adjustable parameters specific to its functionality. Such parameters can be exposed by the service as tuning interfaces or knobs with a specified range
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Figure 2.1: SILO Service Example
of values and a well defined relationship between these values and the perceived performance
of the service. Hence, a service is defined by describing (1) the function it performs, (2) the
interfaces it presents to other services, (3) any properties of the services that relate it to other
services (required to establish partial ordering), and (4) the control parameters used to tune
its performance, known as knobs.
To facilitate cross-layer interaction among services operating on a data flow and adjust
network performance based on changing environmental conditions, the SILO architecture uses
tuning algorithms, which monitor and adjust service performance via the manipulation of knobs.
In addition to this, SILO architecture differentiates between a service and its implementation
or method. A method is an implementation of a service that uses a specific mechanism to carry
out the functionality of the service. A method may also expose its method-specific control
parameters as method-specific knobs. A method is described by (1) the service it implements,
(2) the algorithm or mechanism used to implement the service, and (3) optionally methodspecific control parameters or knobs.
To explain these concepts better, we consider the example of Traffic Shaping functionality,
as shown in Figure 2.1. Since Traffic Shaping is a network function, it is considered a service.
The traffic shaping service regulates the average rate of data transmission, which can be treated
as a control parameter and exposed as a knob. Leaky bucket and token bucket are two different
forms of traffic shaping and may be implemented as specific methods of the service. The data
transmission rate knob can be interpreted by the leaky bucket method as the leaking rate;
the token bucket method may interpret it as the number of tokens generated per second. To
control the burstiness of the data flow, the token bucket may expose a method-specific knob
representing the maximum number of saved tokens. The traffic policing algorithm may be
implemented as a tuning algorithm which uses the knobs to monitor and “shape” the traffic
according to the flow specifications.
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There are three major principles on which the SILO architecture is based.
1. Generalization of the Layered Stack: Services are composed vertically into silos so as to
carry out an end-to-end communication task; silos can be thought of as a generalization of
the protocol stack concept, and they are instantiated on a per-flow basis, allowing each flow
(application) to customize its stack according to its own requirements and the properties
of the underlying network. The silo concept decouples layers from services, allowing a
service to be introduced at any point in the stack, wherever it is necessary rather than at a
specific, predetermined layer. Figure 2.2 shows traffic shaping, flow control and transport
layer security services placed vertically on top of each other, forming a silo. There are
three applications, each with their own silo of services customized based on their requests.
The decoupling of layers and service is also shown; the security service is placed in the
fourth layer, implemented as Transport Layer Security, in silo 1 while it is placed in the
third layer, implemented as Internet Protocol Security (IPSec), in silo 2.
2. Cross-Layer Interactions: The tuning algorithms and knobs enable cross-service or crosslayer interactions. The tuning algorithms consider jointly the behavior of the services in
a silo and tune their knobs to the benefit of the communication task at hand. Tuning
algorithms are managed by the cross services tuning agent. The Cross Services Tuning
agent performs two tasks: (1) it selects an appropriate tuning algorithm based on the
services in a silo at the time of its creation and (2) it schedules its execution at regular
time intervals. In Figure 2.2, flow control service in silo 1 is placed above the traffic
shaping service and exposes the maximum flow transmission rate as a knob. The tuning
algorithm associated with silo 1 monitors the maximum flow transmission rate and varies
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the data transmission rate of the traffic shaping service.
3. Design for Change: The SILO architecture provides mechanisms to introduce new services
into the framework and compose them into silos. Specifically, the SILO architecture
contains an ontology of services that stores service and tuning algorithm semantics (e.g.,
their function and data and tuning interfaces) as well as their relationships with each other
in the form of constraints (e.g., relative ordering constraints). The SILO architecture also
implements a composition algorithm that takes as input service requests (if any) from an
application, the information and constraints in the ontology to construct a valid silo [91].
Consequently, introducing a new service is straightforward: a developer only needs to
provide a description of the service and register it with the ontology for users to be able
to include it in their silos.
Finally, the Services and SILO Manager is responsible for (1) the creation of a silo based
on application requests, ontological constraints, and policies, and (2) scheduling the silos and
executing the various service modules within each silo to process the application data flow. For
additional information on the SILO architecture, the reader is referred to [7, 91].

2.1.3

Basic SILO Prototype

This section briefly describes the implementation details of the SILO architectural concepts;
a comprehensive description is given in [7]. The SILO architecture primarily consists of four
components, as shown in Figure 2.3. The SILO Enabled Application interacts with the SILO
architecture to communicate with its peers using the SILO Application Programming Interface
(API). The SILO API provides functions similar to the UNIX/Berkeley sockets interface for
applications using the SILO architecture.
The Universe of Services and Tuning Algorithm Storage (USTAS) is a repository for services and tuning algorithms used within the SILO architecture. It contains (1) the relations
between different services, their methods, and associated tuning algorithms which define the
SILO Ontology, and (2) the policies and constraints under which they need to operate.
The SILO Construction Agent (SCA) uses the SILO Ontology and the prevalent policies
to create a silo recipe which satisfies an application service request at the time of silo creation.
The SILO Management Agent (SMA) uses the recipe created by the SCA to construct a silo
using the object files stored within USTAS. In addition, it is responsible for maintaining the
silo’s state during communication sessions and for tuning services to optimize the performance
of one or more silo.
As shown in Figure 2.3, the SILO components interact extensively with one another while
handling requests for creating or destroying customized silos from SILO Enabled Applications.
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Figure 2.3: Prototype of the Original SILO Architecture
1. Each SILO Enabled Application creates a service request and forwards it to the SMA
using the SILO API on a well known control interface (named pipes) exposed by the
SMA.
2. Each application request is handled by the SMA in the following manner:
(a) The SMA passes the application request to the SCA to verify the validity of the
request.
(b) The SCA consults the USTAS to process the application request based on composability constraints and enforced policies. If the request does not satisfy any policy
or all composability constraints, a failure notification is sent to the SMA.
(c) The SCA identifies any missing services or required tuning algorithms and adds
them to the request. A silo recipe is created based on this request which contains
the ordering of services within the silo.
3. Depending on the SCA’s response, the SMA either gives a failure notification to the
application or creates a silo using the object files of service methods and tuning algorithms
in the USTAS.
4. On successful creation of the silo, the application is given a silo handle through the control
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interface and notified of a newly created data interface (socket), associated with the new
silo, for use by the application.
5. The application uses its data interface and silo handle for performing its communication
tasks with its peers.
6. Once the application releases its silo handle, the SMA destroys the data interface of the
application and the objects of the services and tuning algorithms associated with the
relevant silo.
The process listed above is performed for every application requesting a silo from the SMA.
An application may request multiple silos from the SMA; the SMA does not distinguish between
requests made by different applications. For each new request processed, the application is given
a new data interface and a new silo handle. This prototype implements the SMA and SCA
as different processes; they communicate with each other using UNIX named pipes. The SMA
is implemented in C++ using the event driven model, includes Cross Services Tuning, and is
a part of the Service and SILO Manager. The SCA has been implemented in Python due to
Python’s string handling capabilities and is a part of the Service and SILO Manager.

2.1.4

Related Work

In this section, we initially describe new approaches to network architecture design similar to
the SILO architecture. We later describe emerging mechanisms to provide network resource
reservation mechanisms to applications using either network virtualization or optical networking.
Network Architecture Design Approaches
Architectural approaches such as x-kernel [50] provide a modular, generalized, but highly structured way for implementing network protocols. Each protocol is an object with service interfaces
(for protocols at the same end) and peer interfaces (for protocols at the other end). x-kernel
defines the syntax for interfaces of the protocols, not the semantics of protocols. The Coyote
system [12, 11] extends x-kernel to introduce “microprotocols”. A suite of microprotocols is
composed to form a coyote service, which is also called a “composite protocol”. Composite protocols are similar to traditional protocols, such as TCP and Open Shortest Path First (OSPF),
which can be used to form a network subsystem. They are similar to protocols in x-kernel,
which can have uniform interfaces, such as ‘pop()’ and ‘push()’. Microprotocols can share variables, such as event handlers. The microprotocols are linked together statically to composite
protocols.
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While SILO may seem similar to x-kernel, there are several major differences: (1) x-kernel
was an OS-centric effort in implementing existing network protocols as sets of communicating
processes inside the novel kernel, while SILO is an attempt to introduce a network protocol
meta-design that is independent of any assumptions about the underlying OS; (2) x-kernel made
an early attempt at streamlining some of the cross-layer communications mechanisms, while
SILO makes cross-layer tuning and optimization possible with an explicit focus on the framework, and finally (3) SILO is focused on the problem of automated, dynamic composition of
protocol stacks based on individual application requests and module composability constraints,
while the x-kernel protocols are pre-arranged statically at boot time.
Among recent architectural approaches, there are two projects whose scope extends to
include the whole network stack and are hence most closely related to the SILO project. The
first is work on Role-Based Architecture (RBA) [13], which considers a non layered approach to
the design of network protocols, and organizes communication in functional units referred to as
“roles”. Roles are not hierarchically organized, and thus may interact in many different ways;
as a result, the metadata in the packet header corresponding to different roles, forms a “heap”,
not a stack as in conventional layering, and may be accessed and modified in any order. The
main motivation for RBA was to address the frequent layer violations that occur in the current
Internet architecture and the unexpected feature interactions that emerge as a result [13], as
well as to accommodate middle boxes.
The second is Recursive Network Architecture (RNA) [85], which introduces the concept of
a “meta-protocol” that serves as a generic protocol layer. The meta-protocol includes a number
of fundamental services, as well as configurable capabilities, and serves as the building block for
creating protocol layers. Specifically, each layer of a stack is an instantiation of the same metaprotocol; however, the meta-protocol instance at a particular layer is configured based on the
properties of the layers below it. The use of a single, tunable, meta-protocol module in RNA
makes it possible for it to support dynamic service composition and facilitates coordination
among the layers of the stack; both are design goals of our own SILO architecture, which takes
a different approach in realizing these capabilities.
Emerging Approaches to Network Resource Reservations
Network virtualization techniques like Virtual Internet [87] and X-Bone [86] aim to reduce administrative burden by using overlay networks and multi-homing to virtualize networks, thereby
abstracting out network complexity and providing isolation-based protection to encourage resource sharing. PlanetLab [9] is a geographically distributed overlay platform designed to
support the deployment and evaluation of planetary-scale network services. Services within
PlanetLab share infrastructure; resources are allocated to services based on the specification
requested at service creation time. Veritas [10] aims to provide a testbed for network experi22

mentation while simulating a realistic and controlled network environment; real Internet traffic
helps to evaluate new services and controlled network events help to verify experiments in a
repeatable manner.
Crossbow [88, 89] enables independent network stacks by slicing Network Interface Card
(NIC) resources within a node into virtual NICs (vNICs). [62, 5] are prototypes which virtualize the data plane of physical routers, enabling them to factor in considerations for virtual
networks. vNICs perform resource sharing in a fair manner between either applications or virtual networks; the bandwidth available to each network interface is partitioned amongst the
vNICs by the network administrator. The Traffic Grooming mechanism we developed within
the SILO architecture (Chapter 4) differs from vNIC based mechanisms ([88], [5] and [62]) in the
following manner: (1) bandwidth sharing is performed per vNIC in these mechanisms ([88], [5]
and [62]); Traffic Grooming performs bandwidth sharing per application flow, (2) vNICs are
created and allocated bandwidth shares by the network administrator; Traffic Grooming allows
flows to be dynamically added based on application requests, (3) multiple flows using a vNIC
share bandwidth in an arbitrary manner; Traffic Grooming allows application flows to share
available bandwidth in a deterministic manner, and (4) Traffic Grooming provides for easier
deployment of varied multiplexing policies than vNIC based mechanisms.
IEEE 802.1AX Link Aggregation [42] mechanisms enable multiple physical links to be considered like a single logical link, with the aim of providing fault-tolerance and high speed links
for higher layers to use. The set of physical links aggregated in a logical link is called a link
aggregation group. All physical ports in the link aggregation group must reside on the same
switch, resulting in a single point of failure; this limitation is overcome by Split Multi-Link
Trunking [77], which is yet to be standardized. Link aggregation mechanisms aggregate one
hop links, interconnecting hosts and switches, while the Virtual Concatenation mechanism we
developed within the SILO architecture (Chapter 3) considers paths between source and destination hosts. The extensions developed for Virtual Concatenation can also be applied to Link
Aggregation mechanisms.

2.2

Optical Networking

The current Internet is composed of three network tiers namely, access, metropolitan and backbone networks. Access networks feed traffic to metro networks from computers, cell phones,
and so on; access networks use technologies like Digital Subscriber Loop, and Ethernet to provide Internet access to these end system devices. Metropolitan networks aggregate traffic from
multiple access networks to feed traffic into the backbone networks; metropolitan networks
typically span an organization’s campus or a large metro area and use technologies like Metro
Ethernet, and SONET amongst others. Backbone networks typically connect networks sepa-
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rated over geographically diverse regions and have high bandwidth capacity; they primarily use
optical transmission technologies like Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM). In
this section, we discuss characteristics of optical DWDM networks and the associated devices.

2.2.1

Optical DWDM Network

Nodes within an optical network are connected by optical fiber, which offers enormous bandwidth capacity and low transmission noise. Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM)
enables the fiber to carry different optical signals in separate communication channels, known
as wavelengths [82]. A wavelength is a communication channel operating in a dedicated frequency band and carries data as light pulses over the optical fiber. Each optical fiber can carry
a fixed number of wavelengths in parallel; the current state of optical transmission technology
and physical characteristics of the fiber determine the number of wavelengths that each fiber
can accommodate. Commercial systems today are capable of carrying 120-150 wavelengths per
fiber.
Presently, optical fibers can offer aggregate bandwidth of several Terabits per second; however, electronic devices are only able to process data in the order of Gigabits per second. The
mismatch between the amount of data the fiber can transport and the amount electronic devices
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can process, is known as the electro-optic bottleneck [67]. The effect of the electro-optic bottleneck can be minimized by intelligently designing the optical network architecture based on the
characteristics of optical network devices and fiber. An Optical DWDM Network is a network
connecting nodes using optical fiber for data transmission and is based on an architecture that
exploits the features of optical fibers and DWDM technology.
The architecture for wide area optical DWDM networks that is widely expected to form
the basis for future optical infrastructures is built on the concept of wavelength routing [45].
A wavelength routing network consists of two kinds of nodes, namely, edge nodes and optical
nodes. Edge nodes connect electronic devices, such as Internet Protocol (IP) routers, Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) switches, or supercomputers to the optical network; the edge
nodes have an electronic interface to interact with electronic devices and an optical interface
to interact with other optical network nodes. Optical nodes are essentially composed of optical
cross connects, and they switch traffic between different fibers in the network.
The architecture of an edge node is shown in Figure 2.4; it consists of an electronic domain
and an optical domain. The electronic domain consists of a digital cross connect (DXC), which
aggregates traffic from the electronic devices and feeds it to the optical domain for transmission
as optical signals. Traffic is fed into or extracted from the optical domain using transceivers
capable of identifying wavelengths; these transceivers are represented by Wadd and Wdrop arrows.
The optical domain consists of a wavelength cross connect (WXC) and fiber cross connect
(FXC), which together form the Optical Cross Connect (OXC). The WXC switches optical
signals extracted from incoming fiber’s wavelengths to wavelengths which are a part of the
outgoing fiber; the WXC also adds (drops) optical signals into (from) wavelengths at a node.
The wavelengths are extracted from an incoming fiber by a demultiplexer (shown as F2W) and
combined into an outgoing fiber using a multiplexer (shown as W2F). The FXC switches entire
optical fibers.

2.2.2

Lightpath and Wavelength Routing

Edge nodes communicate with each other using logical connections known as lightpaths. Lightpaths are essentially clear optical connections between any two edge nodes and can span across
one or more hops. Data transmitted over a lightpath always remains in the optical domain;
hence, intermediate optical nodes perform only switching of lightpaths and do not perform
any processing on the data they transport. Since data processing capability is not required at
any optical nodes, the optical network can simultaneously accommodate data flows operating
at different speeds within lightpaths. Figure 2.5 shows an optical DWDM network with edge
nodes (A, B, C and D) and optical nodes (1, 2, 3 and 4) that accommodates traffic demands
from node A to C and node A to B. In Figure 2.5, both of the traffic demands are satisfied using
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lightpaths represented by solid lines, while wavelengths are represented using dashed lines.
Each lightpath is identified by the path it traverses from the source to the destination and
the wavelength it uses on each link in the path. Figure 2.5 shows the green-colored lightpath
originating from source node A and terminating at destination node C, traversing the path A
→ 1 → 2 → 3 → C while using the light green-colored wavelength. A blue-colored lightpath
traverses from A to B on the path A → 1 → 2 → B using light blue-colored wavelength.
Since the lightpath never uses the electronic domain, it must use the same wavelength on
all the fiber links it traverses on the path from source to destination; this constraint is known
as the Wavelength Continuity Constraint. In Figure 2.5, green- and blue-colored lightpaths use
the light green- and light blue-colored wavelengths respectively, on each link they traverse.
To identify every lightpath traversing any particular link, all lightpaths using a link must be
allocated distinct wavelengths on that link; this constraint is known as the Distinct Wavelength
Constraint. In Figure 2.5, two lightpaths (green and blue) use different wavelengths (light green
and light blue) on every common link (A-1 and 1-2) in their paths.
Network Design using Wavelength Routing
The wavelength continuity and distinct wavelength constraints indicate a tight coupling between
routing and wavelength assignment. Thus, establishing a lightpath between any two nodes
requires routing (selecting a suitable path) and wavelength assignment (allocation of an available
wavelength) to be performed simultaneously. This problem is known as Routing and Wavelength
Assignment (RWA) [104], and it occurs primarily in two forms: (1) a static version, which is
applicable when the traffic requirements are predetermined, and (2) a dynamic version in which
the lightpaths requests arrive in some arbitrary manner. We discuss the static version of this
problem below; for details regarding the dynamic version of the RWA problem, the reader is
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referred to [78].
The objective of the static RWA problem is to determine the minimum amount of network
resources required to satisfy a given set of traffic requirements; the distribution of resources
across the network is also determined. The network resources typically considered are the
network link load, and network latency, amongst others. In this context, the network link load
is measured in terms of the number of wavelengths being used on a link, while the network
latency is typically measured in terms of the hop count.
Since traffic requirements are known in advance and variations in traffic occur only over
long time scales, the static RWA problem establishes long-term lightpaths which create a logical
topology between the edge nodes. This logical topology is constrained by the physical network
topology, which is composed of optical fiber links and network nodes. The vertices in the logical
topology represent the edge nodes, while the topology links represent the lightpaths connecting
the edge nodes. Figure 2.6 shows the logical topology for the optical DWDM network shown in
Figure 2.5. The logical topology is used by backbone network service providers to route data
flows between edge nodes, as well as by cloud providers to interconnect their centers.
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Chapter 3

Bandwidth on Demand Service Virtual Concatenation
3.1

Introduction

The SILO architecture gives applications the freedom to customize the network stack or silo
that operates on its data flow. The application can list these services relevant to its data flow
and the order in which the services operate on the flow. The architecture may also choose to
include some services in the application’s silo based on the services requested. Additions to or
modifications of existing services and their implementation methods in the SILO architecture
can be performed seamlessly by the cloud service provider; this increases the breadth of service and method offerings available for use, as relevant to the application requirements or the
underlying network technology.
The flexibility offered to customize silos is desirable, but the applications also need to reserve
the network resources, like bandwidth, that are used by their data flows; resource reservations
are required to provide applications with consistent network performance, independent of other
data flows using the network. Reservations are preferred by cloud service providers since they
enable better accounting mechanisms for tracking the usage of network resources by applications. Resources reservation requests by applications can be serviced by the architecture based
on their availability, network administration policy, and priority of the application. As mentioned in Section 1.2.1, cloud providers are expected to use optical networks as a result of
their high bandwidth capacity and their bandwidth reservation and protection mechanisms to
support mission-critical, on-demand simulations [97].
Cloud providers will aim to satisfy diverse requests of varying magnitude made by numerous
applications, including requests for resources such as storage capacity, computational power,
or network bandwidth. Cloud providers would like to satisfy application requests for network
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resources without revealing the underlying networking technology they use [72]. For the SILO
architecture to address both these concerns, it needs mechanisms for the flexible sharing of
network resources between different applications.
We augment the current SILO architecture with mechanisms that satisfy application requests for bandwidth of varying granularities using features provided by the underlying network. In this chapter, we consider application bandwidth demands which are greater than
the underlying network link speed; we have designed and implemented application interaction
and flow aggregation mechanisms to satisfy such application requests. We demonstrate these
mechanisms using SONET’s Virtual Concatenation (VCAT) feature, described in Section 3.1.1.
Application interaction and flow aggregation extensions to the SILO architecture are described
in Section 3.2; Section 3.3 presents the prototype implementation of these extensions. Section 3.4 describes the experimental setup, verification, and validation of these extensions, and
Section 3.5 provides a summary of this work. In Section 2.1.4, we discussed the research related
to work described in this chapter.

3.1.1

Overview of Virtual Concatenation

Virtual Concatenation (VCAT) [90] enables high bandwidth application flows to utilize medium
bandwidth network links by establishing multiple non-contiguous, virtual tributaries or virtual
circuits. Each Virtual Tributary is essentially a virtual circuit connecting the source and the
destination operating at link speed.
At the sender, the high bandwidth flow is split into multiple medium bandwidth flows, each
of which is accommodated in a virtual circuit. These medium bandwidth flows are routed using
virtual tributaries and reassembled at the receiver into a high bandwidth flow.
The set of virtual tributaries used to accommodate the high bandwidth flow is called a
virtual concatenation group and is identified by a VCAT Group Identifier (GID). Since virtual
tributaries in any VCAT group need not use the same path, each medium bandwidth flow in
the VCAT group may experience a different network delay based on the path they use. The
difference in network delay among various virtual tributaries is called differential delay; a MultiFrame Indicator (MFI) field is used by the destination to accommodate the differential delay.
The Sequence Number (SQ) field is used to label the different virtual tributaries within the
VCAT group. The MFI and SQ fields help the destination to ensure packets are in-order after
reassembly.
Since application demands for bandwidth can vary over time, the capacity of the VCAT
group may not be used efficiently. To improve this utilization we have implemented the Link
Capacity Adjustment Scheme (LCAS) protocol [53], which provides mechanism to adjust the
size of the VCAT group.
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The LCAS protocol ensures that virtual tributaries may be added or deleted without any
data loss but requires them to carry LCAS control signals, like Control, Member Status, and
Resequence Acknowledgement. The Control (CTRL) field is used to add or delete virtual
tributaries dynamically based on the application requests or network faults. The Member
Status (MST) field is used to inform the peer about the status of the virtual tributaries. Lastly,
the Resequence Acknowledgement (RS-Ack) field is used to resequence the virtual tributaries
upon modification of the VCAT group size.
Whenever virtual tributaries need to be added (deleted), the network administrator needs
to provision (tear down) the virtual circuits connections between the source and destination
before (after) informing the VCAT/LCAS module about the addition (deletion).

3.2

Extensions for Virtual Concatenation

The current SILO architecture allows for an application to request a customized, per flow network stack with cross layering enabled through tuning algorithms which improve performance
based on changing network environments. The SONET VCAT functionality primarily deals
with splitting (merging) a flow into (from) smaller constituent subflows, and the LCAS protocol
enables varying the flow’s network bandwidth based on its needs. To implement VCAT/LCAS
functionality within the SILO architecture, extensions are needed that (1) enable applications
to modify their flow characteristics based on a changing environment and (2) provide mechanisms for aggregating multiple flows into a single flow and vice-versa. We have developed both
of these extensions, which are described below.

3.2.1

Enabling Interactions between an Application and its Flow

This extension provides the SILO architecture with new mechanisms to adapt the network
performance to an application’s changing needs. Modifying an application’s flow characteristics
or parameters enables the SILO architecture to deliver network performance as required by an
application. Since the SILO architecture handles each application flow separately, we can easily
limit the impact of an application request on other flows in the system based on global policies
maintained by the Service and SILO Manager.
Since every flow is operated by a silo, we can modify the flow characteristics or parameters by tuning the knobs exposed by services to obtain the desired network performance from
the silo. To satisfy the application request, we need to identify the relevant flow parameters,
the services which control these parameters, and the tuning algorithm which converts abstract
application requests into actionable tasks like setting knobs to control service behavior or requesting resources from the Service and SILO Manager.
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Figure 3.1: Application and Flow Interactions
The tuning algorithm and service designers may choose the flow parameters that can be
modified by the application. The Services and SILO Manager enforces networking resource
control policies system-wide. Each request can be satisfied based on its feasibility, resource
availability, prevailing network conditions, and policies. While this extension provides applications with significant flexibility, it cannot (1) change the composition of services or tuning
algorithms associated with its silo or (2) control the behavior of service instances which do not
belong to silos operating on its flow.
In the example shown in Figure 3.1, the error control service and the tuning algorithm allow
the application to modify the number of check bits per packet. This enables the application to
increase the number of check bits before transmitting critical data to the receiver.

3.2.2

Enabling Flow Aggregation

The original SILO architecture allowed only one silo to operate on application flow. This
limitation is cumbersome, as it results in duplication of services between silos and increases the
complexity of managing all the flows. Figure 3.2 shows two applications with their customized
silos performing data transmission using an Ethernet Interface. Each application requests a
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different set of services, represented by Service 1 to Service 8 and Service A to Service J,
respectively, to operate in their customized silos. However, the Services and SILO Manager adds
the Ethernet Framing and CSMA/CD services to the application silos, since data transmission
occurs over the Ethernet Interface. This example shows that duplication of services which are
not requested by the application can occur within the original SILO architecture.
Flow aggregation mechanisms enable the SILO architecture to be more flexible, addressing
both of these concerns. Using flow aggregation mechanisms, one data flow can be created by
merging multiple data flows. Conversely, one data flow can be split into multiple constituent
data flows. Each data flow is operated by a silo until it merges with other flows, splits into
multiple flows, or terminates at the application or physical channel. The lifetime of a silo
depends on the lifetime of the flow associated with it; removal of the flow results in destruction
of the associated silo. Similarly, a new silo is created to operate new flows added by applications.
Thus, application data may be operated on by multiple silos, depending on the aggregation
mechanisms used over the application’s flow.
To implement flow aggregation mechanisms, we introduce the concept of a Connection Point
where two or more silos can bind with each other and operate on the flow. When more than
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Figure 3.3: Flow Aggregation in the SILO Architecture
two silos are bound to a connection point, the data flow can be split into (or merged from)
constituent subflows with a silo operating over each flow and subflow. A connection point cannot
exist with just one bound silo, as we need at least two silos to ensure that data transmission
takes place. A connection point uses Insertion Points to differentiate between the various silos
bound to it; these insertion points enable silos to direct their processed data to specific silos.
The flow aggregation mechanism should allow for the implementation of different aggregation policies (like round-robin, priority queuing, etc.) based on the requirements of the flow.
It should also allow dynamic variation in the number of subflows aggregated into (segregated
from) a flow. To address both of these requirements, we introduce Connection Point Aware
Services, which implement the desired policy and control the number of constituent subflows of
a flow. They are placed as the last or the first service in their silos, and they are responsible for
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management of the connection point and associated silos. These services identify silos operating
on subflows based on their insertion points. The insertion points are used to multiplex data
into subflows and vary the number of subflows associated with a flow.
Figure 3.3 shows how flow aggregation mechanisms eliminates the duplication of services
which were not requested by the applications, as shown in Figure 3.2. Both applications get
their customized silos with the set of services they requested. All services performing network
interface specific processing, such as Ethernet Framing and CSMA/CD, are placed in a silo,
which aggregates the application flows. All three silos shown in Figure 3.3, are bound to each
other by a connection point. The flow mixing service in the systems silo is a connection point
aware service and combines the application flows based on the policy it implements.

3.3

Prototype and Implementation of Virtual Concatenation

We now describe the prototype which was built to demonstrate the capabilities of the SILO
architecture and the extensions we propose in this report.

3.3.1

Prototype Modifications for Virtual Concatenation

The updated SILO prototype currently implements the extensions mentioned in Section 3.2.
Interactions between an application and its flow are limited to modifying flow parameters; to
accommodate these interactions, the silo services associated with the flow need to expose relevant control information as knobs. The relevant tuning algorithms handle the application
requests by tuning these knobs. We have extended the SILO API to accommodate flow parameters, enabling the application to interact with the relevant tuning algorithm which handles the
application requests. In addition to this, an application can request that its flow have certain
parameters along with the services it requests at the time of silo creation.
Since modification requests to an application’s flow are handled only by the concerned
tuning algorithms, the SMA does not modify these requests, instead passing them onto the
tuning algorithm using a function interface defined by the SMA and implemented by the tuning
algorithm. To satisfy certain requests, the tuning algorithm may request additional resources
from the SMA. The SMA may accept or deny this request based on the policy it follows and the
amount of resources used by the application flow. This prevents applications from abusing the
system. For instance, the SMA limits the number of subflows an application flow can be split
into (or merged from), since‘ each flow and subflow has to be operated upon by an individual
silo. Each silo is considered to be a resource, since it needs to be maintained by the SMA.
Flow aggregation mechanisms are implemented using connection points and connection
point aware services. Connection points allow two or more silos to bind to them and operate on
a flow, while connection point aware services are used to control the silos that are bound to the
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connection point. Internally, each connection point has an insertion point for each silo bound
to it and one queue to maintain all the data passing through it. Connection points expose and
implement an interface which can be used by connection point aware services to control the
connection point.
Each connection point is controlled by a silo, typically operating on the flow which splits
into or merges from its constituent subflows; this is done using a connection point aware service
to regulate the number of constituent subflows. The SMA notifies the connection point about
its controlling silo and notifies the services within the controlling silo about the connection
point and the identifier of the controlling silo. The connection point aware services use the silo
identifier while interacting with the connection point for security purposes. These connection
point aware services primarily use the insertion points exposed by the connection point interface
to identify the subflows and their associated silos.
The connection point aware services, based on the policy they implement, can use the
connection point interface to multiplex data into the subflows. These services may also request
the addition or deletion of silos from the SMA to vary the number of constituent subflows
servicing the flow. The SMA may service this request differently, depending on the number
of silos already associated with the relevant connection point. The SMA uses the same recipe
for all silos operating over subflows, while using a different silo recipe for aggregated flows.
This enables the SMA to duplicate silos operating over subflows whenever more subflows are
requested by the connection point aware service. Whenever the number of subflows has to be
decreased, the connection point aware service has to ensure that no data flows through them
since the SMA deletes the relevant silos immediately.

3.3.2

Implementation of Virtual Concatenation

To incorporate the SONET VCAT/LCAS functionality, we implemented a new service and a
new tuning algorithm which enable applications to request VCAT/LCAS functionality at silo
creation time. Figure 3.4 provides an overview of the implementation details of VCAT/LCAS
functionality.
The VCAT functionality splits a high bandwidth application flow into medium bandwidth
virtual circuit capacity flows, routed to the destination using virtual tributaries belonging to
a VCAT group. Thus, VCAT operates on the data path of the flow and is implemented as
a service. The VCAT service is placed as the last service within the application defined silo
and is a connection point aware service. It multiplexes the high bandwidth application flow in
a round-robin manner into data flows operated upon by silos which provide virtual tributary
processing services. Each VCAT service is initialized with the group identifier field (GID) at silo
creation time by the Services and SILO Manager based on the number of pre-existing VCAT
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Figure 3.4: Virtual Concatenation Implementation
groups in the system. The initial values of Multi-Frame Indicator (MFI) start from zero, and
the Sequence Number’s (SQ) range from zero to one less than the VCAT group size.
The LCAS protocol varies the number of virtual tributaries used in the VCAT group based
on dynamic application requests. LCAS thus operates on the control path of the flow and is
implemented as a tuning algorithm. All application requests to vary the bandwidth are passed
on to the Service and SILO Manager, which in turn invokes the relevant LCAS tuning algorithm.
LCAS converts these bandwidth requests into the number of virtual tributary silos that need to
be added or deleted; the VCAT service takes appropriate action based on this information. In
addition to this, LCAS also takes care of network faults affecting the virtual tributaries using
signaling messages to temporarily deactivate the silos of the failed virtual tributaries.
For LCAS to operate in conjunction with VCAT, the LCAS control signals, CTRL, MST,
and RS-Ack, need to be added by VCAT to the data flow. These control signals are exposed as
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Figure 3.5: Prototype of Virtual Concatenation
knobs by the VCAT service, enabling the LCAS tuning algorithm to modify the VCAT service
behavior to get the desired result. Since CTRL and MST signals are specified for each virtual
tributary, these signals are exposed as special knobs called Vector Knobs. Vector Knobs are
a set of related control variables in an array which can be exposed by services as knobs to
enable a tuning algorithm to analyze all of them before modifying the service behavior. The
LCAS tuning algorithm uses the CTRL and MST vector knobs to signal its peer to add or
delete virtual tributary silos based on application requests and to activate or deactivate virtual
tributary silos based on network faults and restorative actions.

3.3.3

Operation of Virtual Concatenation

Although the prototype for SILO extensions does not introduce any new software modules,
there are significant modifications within the SMA for handling application requests involving
flow modification and aggregation. Figure 3.5 shows the interactions of the SMA with various
SILO components, using Virtual Concatenation as an example, along with the steps enumerated
below.
1. The SILO Enabled Application requesting VCAT service needs to mention the amount
of bandwidth it requires when requesting a silo from SMA. It can request the SMA to
include some services in virtual tributary silos (Figure 3.4), in addition to configuring the
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silo operating over the high bandwidth flow.
2. VCAT service requests are handled by the SMA in the following manner:
(a) Upon receiving the application request, the SMA splits this request into separate
requests for high bandwidth (Request A) and medium bandwidth flows (Request B)
to be processed by the SCA.
(b) The SCA consults the USTAS to process these requests based on the composability
constraints and cross services tuning algorithms needed.
(c) The SCA provides silo recipes (Recipes A and B) for both flows without any knowledge of the association between the recipes. The VCAT service and LCAS tuning
algorithm are placed in Recipe A.
3. The SMA then creates two silos, Silo A for the high bandwidth flow, using Recipe A, and
Silo B for the medium bandwidth flow, using Recipe B.
(a) The LCAS tuning algorithm and VCAT service are placed in Silo A, which is connected to Silo B using a Connection Point.
(b) The SMA informs the LCAS algorithm about the application’s bandwidth requirement, and the latter replicates Silo B to satisfy the application’s bandwidth requirements using the VCAT service.
4. The application receives a silo handle and a new data interface is associated with the set
of silos that were created to handle its flow.
5. The application uses the silo handle and data interface to communicate with its peer.
6. Whenever the application releases the silo, the SMA destroys the relevant silos associated
with the Connection Point used to handle the application flow.
7. All bandwidth modification requests from the application are forwarded to the LCAS
algorithm using the control interface of the SMA. The LCAS tuning algorithm requests
the SMA to add or delete silos based on the bandwidth modification requests from the
application.
The process listed above does not take into account failure scenarios; the application is given a
failure notification if the SCA is not able to construct both recipes (Recipes A and B) in step 2.
Bandwidth modification requests are not handled if the application requests either, elimination
of all virtual tributary silos or the addition of virtual tributary silos in excess of the limit set
by the SMA.
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Figure 3.6: Virtual Concatenation Demo Application

3.4

Demonstration and Experimentation of Virtual Concatenation

We demonstrate the VCAT/LCAS functionality implemented in the SILO architecture using
client-server configuration on the same host. The client-server configuration of SILO architecture requires that one server SMA and one client SMA be started with different control
interfaces; two SCAs are also needed, one for each SMA. This prototype uses UNIX sockets for
communication between client and server SMAs.

3.4.1

Experimental Setup

To vary the flow’s bandwidth, the sender and the receiver need to increase or decrease the
bandwidth in coordination with each other. This coordination is achieved by using one application for both the sender and receiver sides. As shown in Figure 3.6, the application connects
to both SMAs, the server and the client, and obtains silo handles for sending and receiving
data; this enables it to vary the bandwidth at the sender and receiver sides simultaneously.
The application exposes a control terminal to read in the data, varying the application bandwidth as desired. All three tasks (that is, reading bandwidth modification requests from the
control interface, sending data to the server SMA, and receiving data from the client SMA) are
performed by the application sequentially, in a loop.
We also implemented a logging service, which records the data of all packets processed by a
silo into a log file. This service is placed in the virtual tributary silos operating over the medium
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bandwidth flows, which can be added or removed by the LCAS tuning algorithm according to
the variation in application bandwidth requirements. Thus, we can verify the variation in flow
bandwidth in real-time using the UNIX ‘tail’ command or by analyzing the log file after data
transmission. Since the logging service is placed in silos operating over the medium bandwidth
flows, it also records the VCAT/LCAS control packets that are exchanged between the peers,
enabling verification of the LCAS protocol implementation.

3.4.2

Experiments and Validation

To verify the operation of the VCAT/LCAS implementation, we analyzed the data in the log files
generated by the logging service placed in the virtual tributary silos. We used the application
described above to send equal-sized data packets containing a sequence number specified by the
application. The log files of the virtual tributary silos operating over the medium bandwidth
virtual tributaries (VT 0 to VT 5) contain two pieces of information, a packet number for each
data packet flowing through the silo (Flow Packet Number) and the sequence number of the
packet as specified by the application (Application Sequence Number). Figures 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9
plot the Flow Packet Number versus the Application Sequence Number to help us understand
the behavior of the VCAT/LCAS implementation.
Handling the Application Data Flow
Figure 3.7 demonstrates how the Virtual Concatenation service handles the application data
packets; this experiment was run with four virtual tributaries (VT 0 to VT 3) processing
application data flow.
There are two things to note in Figure 3.7. First, in each virtual tributary, the Application
Sequence Number increases by four whenever the Flow Packet Number increases by one; this
implies that each virtual tributary processes one in every four data packets. Second, for a specific
Flow Packet Number, the Application Sequence Number increases across the set of virtual
tributaries; this implies that the ordering of virtual tributaries which process the application
packets is predetermined. Both these inferences help us verify the round robin policy used by
the VCAT service when multiplexing the application flow into the virtual tributaries.
Handling Variation in Bandwidth Requirements
Figure 3.8 demonstrates the effect of varying the number of virtual tributaries operating on
the application flow. Similar to the previous experiment, four virtual tributaries (VT 0 to VT
3) process the application flow. The VCAT/LCAS functionality operates in the same manner
until the Application Sequence Number reaches forty.
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Figure 3.7: Handling Application Flow
When the Application Sequence Number reaches forty, the number of virtual tributaries
is increased to six, resulting in the creation of two new virtual tributaries (VT 4 and VT 5).
The LCAS algorithm handles the application request and directs the VCAT service to add two
silos to the associated connection point. Again, there are two things to observe here. First, the
Application Sequence Number increases by six whenever the Flow Packet Number increases by
one. This implies that one in six data packets are processed by each virtual tributary. Second,
once the virtual tributaries VT 4 and VT 5 become active and start processing data packets,
the curves VT 4 and VT 5 are placed lower than others since they were created after increasing
the number of available virtual tributaries. The curves of VT 4 and VT 5 are parallel to the
curves of VT 0 to VT 3 when VT 4 and VT 5 are active. This implies that the newly created
virtual tributaries also process one in six data packets. These observations lead us to infer that
the VCAT/LCAS functionality has successfully scaled to accommodate the increase in available
virtual tributaries for processing the application flow.
Conversely, when the Application Sequence Number is eighty, the number of virtual tributaries is decreased to two, resulting in the deletion of virtual tributaries VT 2 to VT 5. As a
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Figure 3.8: Handling Application Bandwidth Modification Requests
result, the LCAS algorithm deletes four silos from the system, leaving only silos for VT 0 and
VT 1 to service the application flow. There are two things to observe here. First, the curves
for virtual tributaries VT 2 to VT 5 do not progress after eighty, verifying that these virtual
tributaries no longer process the application flow. Second, the Application Sequence Number
increases by two whenever the Flow Packet Number increases by one; this implies that each
virtual tributary processes one in two packets from the flow. Again these observations help us
infer that the VCAT/LCAS functionality scaled successfully to accommodate the reduction in
the number of available virtual tributaries.
Handling Network Faults
Figure 3.9 demonstrates how the VCAT/LCAS functionality handles network faults. For this
experiment, we used three virtual tributaries and simulated a network fault. To simulate the
network fault, the receiver transmits a member status (MST) failure notification on VT 0 to
the sender when the Application Sequence Number reaches eighteen. The LCAS algorithm in
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Figure 3.9: Handling Network Faults
the sender marks VT 0 as inactive until it receives a member status recovery notification from
the receiver. The member status recovery notification is transmitted by the receiver when the
Application Sequence Number is thirty.
The network fault results in two things. First, data flow through VT 0 stops, and second,
VT 1 and VT 2 handle the entire application data flow since they are the only active virtual
tributaries in the system. As a result, the Application Sequence Number increases by two
instead of three, for an increase of one in the Flow Packet Number in VT 1 and VT 2. Since
VT 0 is now inactive, the Flow Packet Number of VT 0 remains until it is reactivated.
The network recovery notification re-establishes communication on VT 0. As a result, data
resumes flowing through VT 0, and the Flow Packet Number starts to increase again. However,
the Application Sequence Number is much higher due to the data transfer performed using VT
1 and VT 2 while VT 0 was inactive. This is shown by the significant interval between the points
signifying when the network fault occurred and recovered, on VT 0’s curve. In addition to this,
since one more virtual tributary is available, the Application Sequence Number increases by
three for each increase in Flow Packet Number, and data is switched between the three available
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virtual tributaries.
These experiments verify the implementation of VCAT/LCAS functionality within the SILO
Architecture. The results obtained from these experiments help us understand three things.
First, this VCAT/LCAS implementation handles splitting of the high bandwidth application
flow into various medium bandwidth flows. Second, it scales well to modification in the bandwidth requirements of applications. Last, it handles network faults in a robust manner, resulting
in a graceful degradation of the service levels provided to applications.

3.5

Summary

In this chapter, we reported on the implementations of extensions to the SILO architecture that
enable it to support flow aggregation mechanisms and handle application requests for modification of its flow characteristics. Flow aggregation is performed by introducing Connection Points
to which silos can bind to, and Connection Point Aware Services which control the degree of
flow aggregation and the multiplexing policy for packets using the flow and its subflows.
Application requests are handled by tuning algorithms, services which expose flow parameters as knobs, and the Services and SILO Manager. The tuning algorithm interprets abstract
application requests and tunes the relevant service knobs to control flow parameters. Whenever
additional network resources are requested by the application, the tuning algorithm and the
Services and SILO Manager service the request based on the amount of resources being used
by the application flow, the amount of available resources, and the global, system wide policy
used by the Services and SILO Manager to allocate resources.
The SONET Virtual Concatenation functionality, along with the Link Capacity Adjustment Scheme, use these extensions to aggregate medium bandwidth virtual tributaries into a
higher bandwidth application flow and to dynamically modify the amount of bandwidth used
by the application. These extensions and SONET VCAT/LCAS functionality within the SILO
architecture were demonstrated using a proof-of-concept, prototype implementation. We also
validated the behavior of VCAT/LCAS functionality in this prototype using a logging service
and a customized application to verify the correctness of their implementation.
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Chapter 4

Bandwidth on Demand Service Traffic Grooming
4.1

Introduction

There are a number of applications, such as audio and video streaming, which require their
flows to have low jitter though their bandwidth consumption is as low as 300 kbps [95]. Such
applications can get very low to no jitter from the network by reserving bandwidth for their
traffic. To host such applications within the Cloud, cloud providers need to provide them the
flexibility to request resources of low granularity. It is possible to satisfy such requests for low
bandwidth by allocating a dedicated virtual circuit; however, this comes at the cost of wasting
the residual bandwidth capacity in the virtual circuit.
Wasting residual bandwidth capacity is not preferred, since the excess may be used to carry
other application flows within the virtual circuit. This inefficiency can be overcome by Traffic
Grooming. Traffic Grooming is the process of grouping multiple low bandwidth flows into larger
units that can be processed as single entities by networking devices. Typically, low bandwidth
flows are grouped or groomed into a higher bandwidth virtual circuit; intermediate network
nodes switch virtual circuits without differentiating between the subflows they contain.
In this chapter, we provide mechanisms for grooming multiple application flows at the
source based on their varied bandwidth requirements. Application flows, bound to the same
destination, are groomed on-the-fly into a higher bandwidth virtual circuit. The extensions to
the SILO architecture, described in Chapter 3, enable cloud providers to process application
requests for high bandwidth. In this chapter, we extend the SILO architecture to efficiently
accommodate low bandwidth flows over medium bandwidth virtual circuits, so as to support
different applications requesting bandwidth of varying granularities.
Using the application request mechanism and flow aggregation features, this can be achieved
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provided we can (1) uniquely identify each application flow while it is being transferred over
the virtual circuit, (2) provide mechanisms to accommodate the bandwidth requirements of applications, and (3) conserve the network resources used to satisfy such low bandwidth requests.
The extensions to support these features in the SILO architecture are discussed in Section 4.2.
The implementation details of the SILO prototype are discussed in Section 4.3. Section 4.4
describes the experimental setup, verification, and validation of end systems grooming within
SILO, and a summary of this work is given in Section 4.5. In Section 2.1.4, we discussed the
prior research related to the work described in this chapter.

4.2

Extensions for Traffic Grooming

Since traffic grooming requires the multiplexing of application flows into a unified flow, we need
mechanisms to (1) accommodate low bandwidth flows within the available bandwidth virtual
circuit whenever an application request arrives and (2) multiplex data from different flows into
the virtual circuit, in a bandwidth proportionate manner and at specified time intervals. In this
section, we describe the extensions to the SILO architecture to perform these tasks. Extensions
discussed in Section 4.2.1 enable low bandwidth flows to be accommodated whenever application
requests arrive. Those in Sections 4.2.2 map flows to source and destination applications, while
those in Section 4.2.3 satisfy the bandwidth requirements of application flows based on the
bandwidth capacity of virtual circuits.

4.2.1

Network Interface Silos

Network Interface Cards (NICs) process multiple flows, each of which use the NIC for data transmission. To enable faster processing, each NIC offers features like hardware buffers, checksum
offloading, and so on; such features can be exploited by implementing NIC specific services
which process flows using these features. If each flow using the NIC were to have its own silo
which duplicates NIC specific services, it raises synchronization issues due to the sharing of
NIC resources among different instances of the NIC services.
Synchronization issues are known to cause performance degradation and can be avoided by
creating an Interface Silo, which processes all data flows using a NIC. This silo will contain
all the NIC specific services; application silos will offload NIC specific processing to this silo.
Since NIC specific services will not be duplicated, the need for synchronization mechanisms is
eliminated, avoiding the corresponding drop in performance.
The interface silo needs to merge the application flows, using the relevant NIC, into a unified
flow before performing NIC specific processing on the unified flow. Merging of flows is performed
using a connection point and a connection point aware service. All application silos use the
connection point to transfer data to the interface silo. The manner in which application flows
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Figure 4.1: Network Interface Silo
are multiplexed depends on the flow aggregation policy used by the connection point aware
service.
In the original SILO architecture, the lifetime of a silo is dependent on the data flow it
processes. When the application data flow ceases to exist, the associated silos are destroyed, as
they have outlived their utility. However, the interface silo operates on the multiple flows that
use the NIC. The NIC remains active and operates on flows even after some of the flows are
destroyed, since the data flows yet to be created in the future have to be processed. Since the
interface silo has to process multiple flows which start and end at different instances of time,
its lifetime is determined by the time duration the NIC remains active and not by the lifetime
of the flows it is currently processing.
Since multiple flows will use the NIC at various points in time, applications need a mechanism to associate and disassociate with the relevant interface silo. We use the tuning algorithm
to enable the dynamic addition or deletion of flows to the group of those operated on by the
interface silo.
Figure 4.1 shows the operation of interface silos over Ethernet and Wireless Network Interface Cards. An Ethernet interface is associated with a silo composed of Ethernet specific
services like Ethernet Framing, Checksum Calculation, and CSMA/CD. The wireless interface
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is associated with a silo composed of services like 802.11 Framing, Checksum Calculation, and
Rate Adaption, amongst others. Flow Mixing is a connection point aware service common to
both interface silos and performs the task of flow aggregation using a single queue in the connection point. An application silo can bind to the relevant interface silo after being added by
the tuning algorithm, Ethernet or Wireless Tuning in this case, using the associated connection
point. In Figure 4.1, a voice application request to use the Ethernet interface is processed by the
associated tuning algorithm, while the Web browser’s data is processed by the silo connected
to the Wireless Interface silo using the connection point.

4.2.2

Identification and Routing of Application Flows

Whenever an application flow operates at network speed, it directly uses a virtual circuit without
interacting with other flows; its flow can be identified by determining the virtual circuit it uses.
This is applicable even when a high bandwidth flow uses multiple virtual circuits, provided that
the network architecture knows the set of virtual circuits used by the flow. However, when a
low bandwidth flow is merged with other such flows, it loses its identity, since multiple flows
now share a virtual circuit. Each low bandwidth flow needs to maintain its identity within a
virtual circuit, since it needs to be directed to the appropriate application at its destination.
In the current Internet architecture, each application specifies its remote peer by specifying
(1) the Internet Protocol (IP) address of the machine on which it is hosted, and (2) the port
number used exclusively by the peer to listen for connections. The tuple of IP address and port
number is a globally unique Endpoint, since IP addresses are unique across all networks and
port numbers are unique within each host, each endpoint can uniquely identify an application.
Each application at connection setup mentions (1) the destination endpoint to identify the
peer application to which its data flow is destined, and (2) the source endpoint to help the peer
identify the source application of the data flow it received.
The combination of source and destination endpoints can uniquely identify each low bandwidth flow within the virtual circuit, since they uniquely identify the source and destination
applications of the flow. At the sender, the application data is enclosed within a data frame;
the frame header contains the source and destination endpoints. At the receiver, the relevant
application can be identified by inspecting the frame header; this header should be stripped off
at the receiver before handing the data over to the appropriate application.
Identifying the Relevant Network Interface
Each host can have multiple interfaces through which it connects to numerous other hosts on
the network. When requesting a connection, the application does not specify the interface to
use but instead, specifies the destination endpoint; hence, the appropriate network interface
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Figure 4.2: Identifying Application Flows
needs to be identified to satisfy the application’s request.
The relevant network interface can be identified using a forwarding table, the destination
IP address, and network administration policies. Whenever an application request arrives, the
relevant interface silo is determined by the forwarding mechanism; the application silo is then
created and bound to the connection point after the application flow is accommodated in the
lightpath by the tuning algorithm of the chosen interface silo.
Figure 4.2 shows the mechanism for identifying the application data flows while using traffic
grooming. The FTP source client with the endpoint (IPsrc , PF T P src ) specifies the FTP destination server to which it wants to connect using the destination endpoint (IPdest , PF T P dest ).
Similarly, a Video source with endpoint (IPsrc , PV DOsrc ) connects to its peer with destination
endpoint (IPdest , PV DOdest ). The Services and SILO Managers on hosts IPsrc and IPdest , create
the FTP and Video application silos and connect them to the appropriate interface silos, since
both flows use the same source-destination pair.
At IPsrc , the services within the FTP and Video silos add headers relevant to their flow processing; these services are unaware that the data flow is groomed. The grooming service in the
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interface silo adds the relevant source and destination endpoint information to the application
data flows. The interface silo may introduce additional headers based on the data frames.
At IPdest , the frame headers are stripped off by the interface silo. The grooming service
strips off the added endpoints and directs the FTP data flow to the relevant silo based on the
destination endpoint (IPdest , PF T P dest ) mentioned in the data packets. Similarly, the video
flow is directed to the relevant video application silo. Both applications ultimately receive their
data for further processing without accessing any communication headers that might have been
added by any of the services which processed the data flow.

4.2.3

Scheduling Execution of Interface Silos

Applications using bandwidth reservations are unaware of the underlying network link speed.
Since the network interfaces can only guarantee bandwidth at a certain granularity, support for
bandwidth demands lower than this granularity will need to be provided by the architecture.
While grooming low bandwidth application flows to conserve network resources, the SILO
architecture must be able to efficiently use the link bandwidth.
The interface silo needs to process sufficient data to operate the NIC at link speed while
providing the bandwidth promised to each application flow. If the link speed is R bytes per
second, the NIC should transmit R bytes of data within one second to operate efficiently. If
the interface silo can process R bytes of data every second, the NIC should be able to utilize all
available link bandwidth. If the interface silo processes data in excess of R bytes, the NIC will
be overwhelmed; hence, the interface silo should process not more than R bytes per second. To
guarantee bandwidth of ri bytes per second to an application flow fi , the interface silo should
process ri bytes of data from fi every second. The interface silo has to ensure that its obligation
to both the NIC and all M application flows are met. It also should not process application
data in excess of the amount of data that can be handled by the NIC. In other words, the
P
interface silo should satisfy the constraint M
i=0 ri ≤ R.
The present SILO architecture invokes relevant silos as soon as there is unprocessed data
available, either from the application or from the underlying networking interface. The interface
silo can ensure that the bandwidth promises to applications are met only if it is able to keep
track of the time and amount of data processed for each flow. The architecture can aid the
interface silo in tracking time by invoking it after a periodic time interval. The interface silo
can process the right amount of data from each application flow based on its knowledge of the
bandwidth requirements of each application flow and the time elapsed since its last invocation.
The connection point aware service requests that the Service and SILO Manager schedule the
associated interface silo at periodic time intervals; the Service and SILO Manager is responsible
for ensuring that no more than one outstanding request per interface silo exists at any given
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time.

4.3
4.3.1

Prototype and Implementation of Traffic Grooming
Prototype Modifications for Traffic Grooming

The prototype for Traffic Grooming (Grooming) augments the prototype built for Virtual Concatenation (VCAT). It reuses the extensions made for VCAT, namely Flow Aggregation and
Application Flow Interactions. Each application can request the SILO architecture to ensure
that its data flow maintains certain characteristics. For example, the application can request
that the SILO architecture ensure that its data flow be given certain amount of bandwidth;
this feature introduced in VCAT, is reused by Grooming. The SILO architecture determines
whether to use Grooming or VCAT mechanisms to service the application request. If the
amount of bandwidth requested is less than the bandwidth capacity of the underlying network
link, the SILO architecture uses Grooming, otherwise, it uses VCAT.
Grooming also uses flow aggregation to groom different application flows into one unified
flow requiring bandwidth sufficient to be carried over an entire virtual circuit. A connection
point and its associated connection point aware service are used to assist in grooming. Unlike
VCAT, the connection point aware service cannot replicate or delete silos while grooming, in
order to prevent it from deleting or duplicating application silos.
The connection point module was introduced for VCAT with a single queue to handle all the
data going through it. The connection point aware service will be unable to groom application
data flows with different bandwidth requirements using a single queue. Hence, the connection
point has been extended to accommodate one queue per bound silo. Presently, the connection
point can be created in single queue or multiple queue mode.
The application silos can enqueue data packets at the connection point after processing
them. The connection point aware service can then dequeue these data packets at its convenience to perform further processing. Each queue has an upper bound on the amount of data
that it can contain in order to restrict the size of the buffer used by each application. If the
application data overflows, the data is dropped from the queue, following a tail-drop queue
management policy.
SILO Prototype on Multiple Machines
The SILO prototype consists of an SMA, an SCA, and the SILO enabled application. The
network architecture of each machine consists of one instance of the SMA and the SCA; multiple
SILO applications interact with the SMA to establish a communication mechanism with peer
applications interacting with different instances of the SMA. In the SILO prototype described
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in Sections 2.1.3 and 3.3.1, the SMA is able to interact with the other SMA instances only if
they are placed on the same machine.
Each SMA exposes a well known UNIX pipe for other SMAs to use; whenever an SMA needs
to communicate with another SMA, the source SMA writes data into the the relevant UNIX
pipe of the destination SMA, which processes the data after it has been read. This limitation
is undesirable, since it does not reflect the real world scenario in which applications hosted on
different machines communicate with each other.
We have modified the SILO prototype to enable communication between SILO enabled
applications hosted on different physical machines. The SMA instances communicate with each
other using UNIX Berkeley sockets. Every SMA instance listens on a well known UNIX port
to receive messages from other SMA instances; hence, only one SMA instance can operate per
machine. An SMA instance directs messages to other SMA instances using the IP address of
the machine hosting the destination SMA and the UNIX port used by SMA instances; SMAs
communicate over UDP/IP.
At connection setup, each application is required to state the destination IP address identifying the machine which hosts the peer application in addition to the local and remote silo
ports. The source SMA attaches a header detailing the local and remote silo ports to the application data flow; the remote silo port enables the destination SMA instance to identify the
relevant application to which the incoming flow is destined, while the local silo port identifies
the application from which the flow originated.

4.3.2

Implementation of Traffic Grooming

Figure 4.3 shows the implementation of Traffic Grooming within the SILO architecture, which
introduces a new service and a tuning algorithm. Application flows are groomed by the interface
silos if their bandwidth requirement is less than the bandwidth granularity of the underlying
network. The application is thus unaware that its data flows are being processed by the Traffic
Grooming entities.
Grooming as a Service
Grooming of different data flows into a unified flow needs to performed in the data plane.
Services within the SILO architecture operate in the data plane, so we introduce Grooming as
a silo service. This grooming service is placed as the topmost service in the interface silo and
is a connection point aware service.
The Grooming service schedules data placed in the different queues within the connection
point based on the link scheduling discipline it implements. Priority scheduling [94], round
robin [38], and weighted fair queuing [83], amongst others, are the link scheduling mechanisms
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that may be implemented. The Grooming service adds a frame header to each flow’s data,
uniquely identifying the flow. This service is also responsible for periodically processing the
application data flows, so it requests the Service and SILO Manager to schedule the interface
silo at periodic intervals.
This implementation performs packet switching [76], which multiplexes packets of varying
length at periodic intervals. Bandwidth requirements of different application flows are roughly
met if the constituent packets are of same or similar sizes. An adaptation service can service all
application data flows being groomed to ensure data packets are of uniform size. The uniformity
of the packet size provides a measure of the amount of data processed (in bytes) by the Grooming
service, based on the number of packets processed. Limiting the number of packets processed
by the Grooming service every time it is invoked prevents it from overwhelming the NIC.
At the receiving side, the Grooming service inspects the destination endpoint from the
frame’s header to determine which application silo is the destination of the data. The service directs the data to the appropriate application silo using the associated insertion point
maintained by the connection point.
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Scheduler as a Tuning Algorithm
Determining whether an application flow can be allowed access to a virtual circuit is a control
function; the tuning algorithm can process application requests to use a virtual circuit since
it operates on the control aspects of the unified flow. Each application request contains the
source and destination endpoints, which are used to determine the relevant interface silo.
The tuning algorithm can include additional application flows into the virtual circuit if the
number of packets processed by the Grooming service is less than the upper bound on the
number of packets as determined by the link speed and packet size. An application’s request
to add its data flow is accepted if the amount of additional packets to be processed by the
Grooming service can be accommodated within the residual capacity of the virtual circuit. The
residual capacity of the virtual circuit is determined by a positive difference in the maximum
number of packets that the Grooming service can process and the number of packets it is
currently processing. The number of additional packets the Grooming service needs to process
to service the flow is determined by the bandwidth requested by the application.
Deletion of an application flow is trivial, since it involves freeing a network resource. Since
the tuning algorithm determines the placement of the application flow it is called the Scheduler
tuning algorithm. It can employ First Fit, Best Fit, or Next Fit mechanisms, depending on the
request turnaround time, flow fragmentation policy, or other needs.
The Scheduler tuning algorithm uses a Vector Knob called Slot Distribution to inform the
Grooming service about the placement of data flows in their respective slots. In addition
to this, the Scheduler informs the Grooming service about any variations in the number of
considered flows and the associated source and destination endpoints. Whenever the interface
silo is scheduled, the Grooming service dequeues data from the queues according to the order
maintained by the Slot Distribution vector.

4.3.3

Operation of Traffic Grooming

The prototype for the Traffic Grooming extensions does not introduce any new modules, but
similar to Virtual Concatenation, there are significant modifications within the SMA which
involve creating interface silos, scheduling silos using services, and identifying remote application
endpoints over groomed flows. Figure 4.4 shows the interactions of various SILO components
using Traffic Grooming with the steps enumerated below:
1. As soon as the SMA is started, it creates an interface silo for each active network interface
that is reserved for Traffic Grooming, using the following steps:
(a) The SMA forms a request for each interface silo to be created based on the configuration parameters of the relevant network interfaces. Each silo request contains a list
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Figure 4.4: Prototype of Traffic Grooming Implementation
of services and tuning algorithms required to process data flows using the relevant
network interface; all requests include the Grooming service and Scheduler tuning
algorithm.
(b) Once the SCA is started and bound to the SMA, the SMA passes on the requests to
the SCA for validity checks.
(c) The SCA checks the correctness of these requests based on the composability constraints maintained in the USTAS.
(d) If the request is valid, the SCA creates the necessary recipe for interface silo creation
without any knowledge of the relationship between these silo recipes and the network
interfaces.
(e) On receiving the interface silo recipes from the SCA, the SMA creates the interface
silos using the object files of services and tuning algorithms. The SMA also creates a
connection point that is controlled by the Grooming service; the SMA is now ready
to groom different application flows into a unified flow.
2. The SILO Enabled Application requests bandwidth allocation for its data flows using the
control interface of the SMA. If the amount of bandwidth requested is lower than the
network speed, Grooming is used; otherwise, Virtual Concatenation is used. We look
at Grooming requests in this chapter; handling of Virtual Concatenation requests was
covered in Section 3.3.3.
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3. After choosing Grooming as the appropriate mechanism, the application request is validated in a manner similar to the interface silo request.
(a) The SMA passes the application silo request onto the SCA for validity checks.
(b) The SCA consults the USTAS to check these requests for correctness based on the
composability constraints and required cross services tuning algorithms.
(c) If the application request is valid, the SCA provides application silo recipes to the
SMA.
4. The SMA processes the application silo recipes with the following steps:
(a) The SMA creates the application silo using the object files from USTAS.
(b) Once the application silo is created, the SMA determines the appropriate interface
silo to groom the newly created application flow based on the destination IP address,
which is mentioned in the application request. The SMA maintains a forwarding
table, which provides a mapping of interface silo identifiers to a list of reachable
hosts using the relevant network interfaces.
(c) The application request is then processed by the Scheduler algorithm associated with
the chosen interface silo. The Scheduler algorithm determines whether it can accommodate the application flow and places the flow based on its bandwidth requirement.
(d) Once the Scheduler accommodates the application flow, the related silo is bound to
the interface silo using the connection point.
5. Once the application silo is bound to the relevant interface silo, the application receives
a silo handle and data interface to communicate with its peer.
6. The application uses the silo handle for all further interactions with the SMA and uses
the data interface to communicate with its peer.
7. Whenever the application releases the silo, the SMA destroys the application silo and
requests that the appropriate Scheduler algorithm to free the bandwidth used by the
application’s flow.
8. The interface silo exists as long as its associated network interface is active.
The process listed above does not take into account failure scenarios; the SMA and SCA will
terminate if creation of any of the interface silos fails. The application is given a failure notification under three scenarios: (1) if the application silo cannot be created, (2) the destination
IP address is not known or is incorrect, and (3) if the application flow cannot be accommodated
by the relevant interface silo in the unified flow.
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4.4

Demonstration and Experimentation of Traffic Grooming

We demonstrate the Grooming functionality implemented in the SILO architecture using the
peer-to-peer configuration on different hosts. The peer-to-peer configuration of the SILO architecture requires one SMA and SCA to be started on each host. The SMAs hosted on different
hosts communicate using UDP sockets; the SCA and SMA on a given peer interact with each
other through UNIX pipes.

4.4.1

Experimental Setup

For the purposes of these experiments, virtual circuits are considered to operate at a hundred
units of bandwidth; the grooming service creates five slots of twenty bandwidth units to service
application flows. The grooming service can accommodate up to five different application flows
at a time, each flow occupying one service slot. The number of service slots occupied by each
application flow can range from zero to five depending on its bandwidth requirements and the
availability of slots.
The experiments require two SILO Enabled applications hosted on different machines and
serviced by the SMA and SCA for each machine. Experiments consider a unidirectional flow
to validate the functionality of Grooming; this requires one of the applications to send data
while the other application receives data. The sender and receiver applications should request
the same amount of bandwidth in order to transfer data between each other. The application
flow is groomed with other flows only if its bandwidth requirements are less than one hundred
bandwidth units.
The functionality of the grooming service has been extended to log information about all
packets it processes. This enables us to verify the operation of the multiplexing scheme and to
monitor variation in the number of application flows processed over a period of time. The log
files are opened whenever an instance of the grooming service is created along with the relevant
silo; these files are closed whenever the grooming service instance is destroyed.

4.4.2

Experiments and Validation

To verify the operation of the Grooming service and Scheduler tuning algorithm, we analyzed
the data placed in the log files by the Grooming service. The log files essentially contain three
pieces of information: (1) the packet number for each data packet flowing through the interface
silo (Flow Packet Number), (2) the number of times the Grooming service has serviced each of
the associated application flows (Round Number), and (3) the sequence number of the packet
as specified by the application (Application Sequence Number).
We claim in Section 1.3.1 that different variations of multiplexing mechanisms and schedul-
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Figure 4.5: Operation of Traffic Grooming Service
ing schemes can be easily accommodated within the grooming functionality. To validate this
claim, we implemented Round Robin [38] and Deficit Round Robin [80] multiplexing mechanisms within the Grooming service, and we implemented First Fit and Next Fit [58] scheduling
schemes within the Scheduler tuning algorithm.
Verifying the operation of Grooming Service
Figure 4.5 demonstrates how the Grooming service handles application flows with varied bandwidth requirements. In this experiment, we consider an application flow (App Flow 1) using
three packet service slots and another (App Flow 2) using two packet service slots; both applications send packets that are of the same size. The Grooming service processes five service
slots per round and one packet per service slot, totaling five packets per service round.
There are two things to note in Figure 4.5. First, in each round of servicing five packets, the
Application Sequence Number for App Flow 1 increases by three per round, while that of App
Flow 2 increases by two; this implies that three packets of App Flow 1 and two packets of App
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Figure 4.6: Round Robin Grooming
Flow 2 are processed per round, thus satisfying the bandwidth requirement. Second, all packets
belonging to the same flow are grouped together; this implies that App Flow 1 is serviced before
App Flow 2 in each round. These observations help us to verify that the Grooming service
processes application flows with varied bandwidth requirements in a particular manner that
repeats after every round.
Comparison between Multiplexing Schemes
In this experiment, the Round Robin (Figure 4.6) and Deficit Round Robin (Figure 4.7) schemes
are implemented within the Grooming service. The Round Robin scheme services flows in
circular order. All flows are treated equally without consideration for priority or packet size;
as a result, flows with small packet size get less than their fair bandwidth share compared to
flows with large packet sizes. Deficit Round Robin addresses this limitation of Round Robin
by using a deficit counter to track the bandwidth used by each flow per service round. If a flow
uses more bandwidth than its fair share within a service round, it receives proportionally less
bandwidth in the next service round.
The Grooming service processes five service slots per round, as before. We consider one
application flow (App Flow 1) having double the packet size of the other flow (App Flow 2);
each of the application flows use only one service slot per round. As shown in Figures 4.6 and
4.7, markers for only two flows are visible in each round; this implies that the three remaining
service slots are available for use by other flows.
There is one observation to consider about the Round Robin scheme. The Application
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Sequence Number for both flows increases by one in each service round; this implies that packets
from App Flow 1 and App Flow 2 are serviced sequentially in each round, thus verifying the
Round Robin behavior. Since the packet size of App Flow 1 is double that of App Flow 2, App
Flow 1 gets twice the amount of bandwidth than does App Flow 2, even though both flows
requested the same amount of bandwidth.
For the Deficit Round Robin scheme, there is also one observation to consider. The Application Sequence Number for App Flow 2 increases by one in each service round, while that for
App Flow 1 increases by one every alternate service round; this implies that both flows receive
their fair share of bandwidth, in contrast to, the Round Robin scheme.
Implementing both these schemes demonstrate that different multiplexing schemes can easily
be accommodated in the Grooming functionality.
Comparison between Scheduling Schemes
In this experiment, the First Fit (Figure 4.8) and Next Fit (Figure 4.9) schemes are implemented
within the Scheduler tuning algorithm. The First Fit scheme “fits” the application flow’s
bandwidth requirements by scanning from the beginning of slots to the end, until a set of
available slots which can accommodate the relevant flow, is found. The Next Fit scheme scans
from the current slot to search for the next available slot, by contrast to the First Fit scheme;
if it reaches the end, it starts again from the beginning of slots until either available slots are
found or a cycle is complete.
The Grooming service processes five service slots per round, and any slot which is free does
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Figure 4.7: Deficit Round Robin Grooming
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Figure 4.8: First Fit Scheduling
not have a corresponding marker. We consider three application flows (App Flow 1, App Flow
2, and App Flow 3), all of them sending packets of the same size.
As shown in the figures, initially, only one application flow (App Flow 1) is operating, using
two service slots per round. When the Flow Packet Number is eight, the scheduler gets an
application request to process App Flow 2 using two service slots. Since there are three service
slots available, the scheduler accommodates this request; this is shown in the figures for both
First Fit and Next Fit scheme. There are two things to note that are common to both schemes.
First, the scheduler allocates two slots immediately following App Flow 1, conforming to the
behavior of the First Fit and Next Fit schemes. Second, the Application Sequence Numbers
for App Flow 2 are lower than those of App Flow 1, implying that the service of App Flow
2 packets has just started. Both these inferences demonstrate the successful addition of an
application flow into the virtual circuit.
When the Flow Packet Number is seventeen, the application with flow App Flow 1 terminates; the scheduler frees the service slots that were allocated to App Flow 1. This action is
common, again, to both First Fit and Next Fit schemes. The deletion of App Flow 1 from
the virtual circuit is shown by the absence of its corresponding markers in Figures 4.8 and 4.9.
The Grooming service continues to process App Flow 2 at its scheduled slot intervals. This
demonstrates the successful deletion of an application flow from the virtual circuit.
When the Flow Packet Number is thirty, the scheduler receives another application request
to process its flow (App Flow 3) with one service slot. Since there are three available slots, the
scheduler can accommodate the request; the two slots previously occupied by App Flow 1 are
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available, at the beginning of the service round and one at the end of the service round. In
Figure 4.8, we see a new marker placed at the beginning of the service round, implying that
the corresponding slot is being used by App Flow 3, and the scheduler implements the First
Fit scheme. In Figure 4.9, we see a new marker placed slot immediately following App Flow 2,
that is, at the end of the service round, implying that the corresponding slot is being used by
App Flow 3 as the scheduler implements the Next Fit scheme.

4.5

Summary

In this chapter, we reported on the implementation of extensions to the SILO architecture that
enable it to support interface silos and the scheduling of silos at periodic time intervals. Interface silos are created when the Services and SILO Manager is started based on pre-configured
parameters. Interface silos process all data flows using a particular NIC and contain services
which perform NIC specific processing on these data flows. Each interface silo is associated
with a connection point to perform flow aggregation and contains a connection point aware
service which is used to multiplex application flows.
The interface silos can be scheduled to execute at periodic intervals by the connection point
aware service. The duration of each period and number of bytes processed within one period is
determined by the speed of the associated NIC. The SILO and Services Manager prevents the
interface silo from scheduling itself more than once in each time period.
The Traffic Grooming functionality along with the Scheduling tuning algorithm uses these
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Figure 4.9: Next Fit Scheduling
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extensions in addition to flow aggregation and application request handling. New applications
request that the Scheduler tuning algorithm accommodate their data flows into the merged flow.
The Scheduler determines the order of multiplexing application flows. The Grooming service
performs multiplexing based on whichever policy it implements. These extensions and Traffic
Grooming/Scheduler functionality were demonstrated with the SILO architecture as a proofof-concept prototype. We also validated the behavior of Grooming and Scheduler functionality
by extending the Grooming service to log information, verifying the results to determine the
correctness of their implementation.
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Chapter 5

Hierarchical Network Design for
Multi-Granular Optical Networks
5.1

Introduction

The emergence of Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) has helped utilize the
enormous bandwidth available in optical networks. Each traffic demand is routed to its destination based on a specific wavelength allocated along the path to its destination. Recent advances
in optical communication have increased the capacity of individual wavelengths and the number of wavelengths carried by optical fibers. However, the increase in traffic demands between
source-destination pairs has not kept pace with the increases in individual wavelength capacity.
Thus, each sub-wavelength traffic demand occupies one whole wavelength when routed, resulting in wastage of residual wavelength capacity. An increase in the number of wavelengths in
each fiber also increases the number of ports required at each switch in network nodes, which
increases the size of the switch and the complexity of switching logic and control planes.
Optical networks are primarily used in Internet backbone networks and in some metropolitan
networks. Switches in such optical networks consist of Digital Cross Connects (DXC) in the
electronic domain and Optical Cross Connects (OXC) in the optical domain. The DXC switches
traffic from the metropolitan or access networks and to the OXC. The OXC then routes these
traffic demands as lightpaths, taking advantage of the low switching cost in the optical domain.
Lightpaths are multi-hop optical connections between source and destination nodes.
Future optical networks are expected to carry traffic demands that range in size from subto super-wavelength. To ensure that resources are utilized efficiently, traffic demands must be
aggregated, and carried over the network in a cost-effective manner. Assuming that the fiber
infrastructure exists, the network cost is typically taken as a function of the total number of
switching ports across all network nodes. When all demands are sub-wavelength in size, the
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network cost is related to the number of electronic DXC switching ports required to combine the
various traffic components into wavelength-capacity lightpaths. The area of research concerned
with the cost-effective transport of sub-wavelength traffic over optical networks is referred to as
“traffic grooming.” The reader is referred to [34] for a comprehensive survey and classification
of research on traffic grooming.
More recently, it has been recognized that combining multiple wavelengths into logical
containers called “wavebands” [18] can lead to a significant reduction in the number of optical
OXC switching ports in the network, since intermediate nodes only need a single port to switch
a waveband (instead of one port for each of the constituent wavelengths). This observation
has led to the development of Multigranular Optical Cross-Connects (MG-OXCs), which are
capable of switching optical signals at multiple granularities, including single wavelengths, single
wavebands, or whole fibers.

5.1.1

Prior Work

MG-OXCs can be single- or multi-layered [18]. Multi-layer MG-OXCs consist of separate layers
of cross-connects that switch traffic at fiber (FXC), waveband (BXC), or wavelength (WXC)
granularity. Multi-layer MG-OXC architectures have been proposed and studied in [49], [70],
[32], and their merits in terms of modularity, cross-talk, and complexity are discussed in [49].
[32] proposes a framework extending the GMPLS protocol suite to cover multi-granular aspects
of optical networks. A discussion of the cost-performance trade-offs using band aggregation
overhead and band contention in MG-OXCs can be found in [56], where an analytical model
was also developed to demonstrate the benefits, in terms of port cost, of MG-OXCs over plain
OXCs. Single-layer MG-OXCs consist of a unified layer which can connect fibers, wavelengths,
and wavebands, as proposed in [55, 103]. The study in [19] concludes that single-layer MGOXCs provide a greater reduction in switch size under a static traffic model, while multi-layer
MG-OXCs provide lower blocking probability under a dynamic traffic model.
With the advent of MG-OXCs, a new network design problem has emerged, namely, the
problem of grooming wavelength demands onto wavebands and routing these wavebands over
a multi-granular optical network so as to minimize the number of optical switching ports. This
is referred to as the waveband grooming problem. Variants of this problem have been studied in
several contexts, and it has been found that the number of optical ports required to carry a given
traffic matrix is affected by the composition of wavebands and the manner in which lightpaths
are grouped into wavebands. The work in [43] establishes an equivalence between the waveband
routing and wavelength assignment and logical topology design problems. The Logical Topology
Design problem deals with designing a topology that interconnects nodes, abstracting out the
details of the optical layer. A Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) algorithm determines
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the route and wavelength(s) for traffic requests based on the logical topology with the objective
of minimizing the number of wavelengths. The effect of uniform vs. non-uniform waveband size
on switching cost is studied in [24], while [55] proposes non-uniform wavebands and addresses
the issues of waveband size selection and wavelength assignment. A waveband RWA algorithm
to minimize wavelength conversion is presented in [59].
Wavelength banding techniques in regional and metropolitan optical access networks are
discussed in [79]. The merits and shortcomings of using waveband routing and its application
to access ring topologies are discussed in [44]. [54] proposes heuristics for ring topologies. A
destination-based lightpath grouping mechanism for mesh networks is described in [60], and [20]
presents a balanced path routing algorithm for forming wavebands in networks of general topology. According to the study in [61], same-destination-intermediate grouping of lightpaths works
slightly better than end-to-end grouping in mesh networks, while [70] finds that intermediate
grouping performs better than end-to-end grouping as the number of network nodes increases.
Waveband routing under dynamic traffic loads has also been studied; [17] proposes an algorithm which routes lightpaths along the path with the maximum links in common with lightpaths already used, while [21] proposes an algorithm which assigns wavelengths by grouping
the lightpaths and using wavelength converters to satisfy new requests.

5.1.2

Our Contribution

The above studies regard the network as a flat entity for the purposes of lightpath grooming,
waveband routing, and wavelength assignment. However, it is well-known, that in existing
networks, resources are typically managed and controlled in a hierarchical manner. The levels
of the hierarchy either reflect the underlying organizational structure of the network or are
designed in order to ensure scalability of the control and management functions. Based on this
observation, a hierarchical approach was developed to address traffic grooming that emulates
the hub-and-spoke model used by the airline industry to “groom” passenger traffic onto connecting flights, and this research demonstrated that the hierarchical approach is effective in
minimizing the electronic port cost [22]. With an increase in the number of entities that need
to be controlled, a hierarchical framework for managing wavebands is even more warranted in
multigranular optical networks.
Optical fibers carry a number of distinct wavelengths but are limited by the fiber’s physical
characteristics and the state of optical technology in combining wavelengths onto or splitting
them from the fiber [78]. Also, installing and maintaining new optical fibers is prohibitively
expensive. Hence, the number of wavelengths used to satisfy traffic demands is an important
measurement in network design.
The objective of our algorithm is to develop a hierarchical solution which is scalable across
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different waveband sizes and number of entities or clusters while satisfying a given set of traffic
demands and keeping the number of optical ports low. We assume that a uniform waveband
size is used throughout the network, all network nodes are MG-OXCs, and none of the nodes
have wavelength conversion ability.
We study three different MG-OXC switch architectures, depending on the interactions of
three layers (fiber, waveband, and wavelength cross-connects) with one another. In all the
models considered, the waveband layer interacts with the fiber layer but does not necessarily
interact with the wavelength layer; similarly, the fiber layer does not necessarily interact with
the wavelength layer. An analysis of the different models provides the upper and lower bounds
to the cost of bypassing, adding, or dropping one fiber, waveband, or wavelength.
In this chapter, we extend the hierarchical approach in [22] to perform routing and “coloring” of wavebands in a scalable and efficient manner. At the first level of the hierarchy, the
network is partitioned into clusters, and one node in each cluster (referred to as the hub) is
responsible for grooming intra-cluster lightpaths, as well as inter-cluster lightpaths originating
or terminating locally. At the second level of the hierarchy, each hub grooms lightpaths routed
to a specific remote cluster into wavebands, and routes the latter directly to the remote cluster’s
hub. Finally, the routing and coloring of wavebands on the underlying physical topology is performed using a standard RWA algorithm. Our approach provisions only a few nodes (the hubs)
for grooming lightpaths they do not originate or terminate, and efficiently packs lightpaths
among remote clusters onto wavebands between the corresponding hubs.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we describe the switch model and
define the network design problem. In Section 5.3, we present the hierarchical algorithm for
lightpath grooming and waveband routing; the corresponding numerical results are presented
in Section 5.4. We conclude in Section 5.5.

5.2

Optical Switch Architectures

We consider a general topology network with N nodes interconnected by links consisting of one
fiber per direction. Fiber links carry D wavebands and each waveband consists of L consecutive
wavelengths; hence, the total number of wavelengths on each link is W = D × L. We assume
the existence of a traffic demand matrix T = [t(sd) ], where integer t(sd) denotes the amount of
(forecast) long-term traffic, in multiples of the wavelength capacity, to be carried from node
s to node d; any changes in the demand matrix take place over long time scales, and, for the
purposes of this work, the matrix T is assumed to be fixed.
Let us define a bandpath, a generalization of the lightpath concept, as a (waveband, path)
pair that is associated with a number of lightpaths equal to the band size L. The waveband is
an integer in the range 1, · · · , D, where D is the total number of wavebands in a fiber, and can
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Figure 5.1: Switch Architectures (F: fiber, B: waveband, W: wavelength)

be thought of as the “color” of the bandpath, while the path may span multiple links. Hence, a
bandpath uniquely identifies the path over which the traffic on the associated set of L lightpaths
will be carried, as well as the wavelengths of these L lightpaths (since each waveband consists
of a unique set of L wavelengths).
Each network node is equipped with an MG-OXC. MG-OXCs are characterized by the
switching and grooming capabilities they provide. Specifically, we consider the following capabilities, listed from finer to coarser granularity:
• wavelength switching refers to the ability to switch individual wavelengths optically;
• waveband grooming is the ability to demultiplex a waveband into its constituent wavelengths, and to add or remove wavelengths from the waveband;
• waveband switching is the capability to optically switch individual wavebands, that is, to
switch all wavelengths in a waveband as a group;
• fiber grooming refers to the ability to demultiplex a fiber into its constituent wavebands,
and to add or remove wavebands from the fiber; and
• fiber switching is the capability to switch a whole fiber from an input to an output port.
In general, there is a trade off between the switching/grooming granularity and the cost of an
MG-OXC [56], with finer granularity implying greater flexibility, but also higher cost.
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There are three different kinds of MG-OXC we consider. The MG-OXC depicted in Figure 5.1(a) can switch traffic at the fiber, wavebands or wavelength levels using the corresponding fiber, waveband or wavelength cross-connects. It is also capable of grooming traffic at the
waveband and fiber levels; however, traffic can be added(dropped) from(to) the digital crossconnect (DXC) only at the wavelength level. Similarly, the waveband cross-connect (BXC) can
add (drop) wavebands from(to) the wavelength cross-connect (WXC) and fiber cross-connect
(FXC) can add(drop) fibers from the waveband cross-connect. Since traffic demands terminating at a node forces its corresponding fiber, waveband, and wavelength to be dropped, this
model is called the Waterfall MG-OXC.
In addition to having the capabilities of the Waterfall model, the Fine granularity MG-OXC
depicted in Figure 5.1(b) can add(drop) wavebands from(to) the digital cross-connect (DXC)
at the waveband level. This is useful if waveband sized traffic is routed together over some
or all the links until their respective destinations. However, the wavebands still need to be
split into(merged from) constituent wavelengths before entering(after leaving) the DXC. This
necessitates additional interfaces at the DXC. Also, the FXC can add(drop) fibers from(to) the
WXC. This also adds an additional interface at the wavelength cross-connect.
The Bypass MG-OXC depicted in Figure 5.1(c) does not have waveband grooming capability
but can switch fibers, wavebands, and wavelengths. Traffic can be added or dropped only at
the wavelength level. The FXC can add(drop) fibers from(to) waveband and wavelength crossconnects.
Additional interfaces at the DXC and WXC that are required by the Fine granularity and
Bypass MG-OXC Switches incur additional cost in terms of switch size, equipment, and maintenance, but if RWA is done intelligently, the cross-connect size can be reduced substantially,
especially in the case of the Fine Granularity model.
In this work we assume that all the OXCs in the network have exactly the same capabilities
(i.e., the network is homogeneous in terms of switching and grooming capability). We also
assume that the cost of a node is determined by the cost of the optical ports of its MG-OXC;
this is a reasonable assumption that is commonly adopted in the literature.
We quantify the cost of switching, adding, or dropping wavelengths, wavebands, or fibers
based on the OXC architecture considered. Let us assume there are D wavebands in a fiber,
with each waveband having L wavelengths. The cost of a port in a WXC switch is w, in a BXC
is l and in a FXC is f . The cost to drop a wavelength wdrop , waveband ldrop , and fiber fdrop
are given by
wdrop is the sum of the cost to demultiplex a wavelength into the electronic domain and the
cost of a port in a WXC switch, w.
ldrop is the sum of the cost to demultiplex a waveband into wavelengths and the cost of a port
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in a BXC switch, l.
fdrop is the sum of the cost to demultiplex a fiber into wavelengths and the cost of a port in a
FXC switch, f .
The cost to bypass a wavelength is wbypass ← 2 × w, to bypass a waveband is lbypass ← 2 × l
and to bypass a fiber is fbypass ← 2 × f . The costs to bypass, add, or drop a wavelength,
waveband, or fiber is assumed to be the same.
The maximum cost to drop wavebands from a fiber using only BXC occurs when only one
waveband is dropped while all the rest of the wavebands are bypassed at the node and is given
by
M aximum(LBXC
drop ) = ldrop + (D − 1) × lbypass + fdrop + fadd

(5.1)

The minimum cost to drop wavebands from a fiber using only waveband switching occurs
when all the wavebands are dropped at the node and is given by
M inimum(LBXC
drop ) = ldrop + fdrop /D

(5.2)

The maximum cost to drop wavelengths from a fiber using only WXC occurs when only
one wavelength is dropped while all the rest of the wavelengths are bypassed at the node and
is given by
W XC
) = wdrop + (L − 1) × D × wbypass + fdrop + fadd
M aximum(Wdrop

(5.3)

The minimum cost to drop wavelengths from a fiber using only WXC occurs when all the
wavelengths are dropped at the node and is given by
W XC
M inimum(Wdrop
) = wdrop + fdrop /(D × L)

(5.4)

The cost for adding or dropping a wavelength through BXC and WXC is similar to the
above equations and is given as
BXC
M aximum(Wdrop
) = wdrop +(L−1)×wbypass +ldrop +(D−1)×lbypass +fdrop +ladd +fadd (5.5)
BXC
M inimum(Wdrop
) = wdrop + ldrop /L + fdrop /(D × L)

(5.6)

All equations are applicable to the Fine-Granularity Model, while equations (5.3) and (5.4)
are applicable to the Bypass Model and equations (5.5) and (5.6) are applicable to the Waterfall
Model. These equations give us the basis to calculate the number of ports used by the solutions
in the hierarchical model.
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5.3

Hierarchical Approach to Waveband Switching

Given the forecast traffic demands {t(sd) }, our objective is to carry the traffic matrix in its
entirety while minimizing the total optical port cost and wavelength cost in the network. This
problem involves the following conceptual sub problems (SPs):
1. logical topology SP: find a set of lightpaths to carry the traffic demands {t(sd) };
2. lightpath grooming SP: groom the lightpaths into wavebands; and
3. routing and wavelength assignment SP: assign a waveband and path over the physical
topology to each bandpath; as we mentioned earlier, lightpaths within each bandpath will
also be assigned a wavelength as a result.
This is only a conceptual decomposition that helps in understanding and reasoning about
the problem; in an optimal approach, the sub problems would be considered together by the
solution. Note that, if the first two sub problems above have been solved, the third sub problem
reduces to the classical routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem [25], with the difference that the entities to be routed and colored are lightpaths considered in units of bandsize.
Hence, the above optimization problem is NP-hard.

5.3.1

Algorithms for the Hierarchical Model

We now present an extension of the hierarchical model developed in [22] to tackle this lightpath
grooming and bandpath routing problem. We assume that all nodes in the network are equipped
with a one of the MG-OXCs as shown in Figure 5.1. All switch models add (or drop) wavelength,
while the fine granularity model in Figure 5.1(b) can also add (or drop) wavebands.
In our approach, we assume that the network is partitioned into clusters (or islands) of
nodes, where each cluster consists of nodes in a contiguous region of the network. The clusters
may correspond to independent administrative entities (e.g., autonomous systems), or may be
created solely for the purpose of simplifying resource management and control functions. For
the purposes of grooming and routing, we designate one node within each cluster as the hub.
The hierarchical algorithm solves the waveband switching problem in two steps, as shown
in the Waveband Routing and Wavelength Assignment Algorithm (Algorithm 4). In the first
step, the inter-cluster traffic demands are identified and connections are established between
hubs. These connections are extended to originate from (and terminate at) nodes within the
source (and destination) clusters. Thus inter-cluster traffic demands are satisfied and lightpaths
are established using these connections. In the last step, the intra-cluster traffic demands are
satisfied.
Our hierarchical model is explained below:
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1. Clustering and hub selection. In this phase, we use the modified K-center algorithm [23] based on the 2-approximation algorithm [46] for the K-center problem to
partition the network into K clusters. We select one node having the maximum nodal
degree in each cluster as the hub. It is assumed that all-pair shortest paths have been
pre-computed and recorded as input matrix distance.
2. Routing and Wavelength Assignment. As mentioned before, this phase consists of
the two steps listed below.
(a) Inter Cluster Routing and Wavelength Assignment
i. Connection Establishment between Hubs. The inter-cluster traffic T = [t(s,d) ]
between nodes s and d in clusters Ci and Cj having hubs hi and hj , respectively,
are aggregated into H = [h(s,d) ] according to equation (5.7).
h(hi ,hj ) = d(

X

t(s,d) )/Le

s∈Ci ,d∈Cj

∀1 ≤ i, j ≤ K, i 6= j

(5.7)

A set of a bandsize number of connections are established between hubs to help
satisfy inter-cluster traffic demands using the Routing and Waveband Assignment
Algorithm 1. This algorithm uses the shortest path between hubs (P) on the least
waveband number (B) available, thus, minimizing the number of wavelength W .
ii. Connection Extension within Clusters. Once a set of connections are established,
they are extended to non-hub nodes (if required) in the source and destination
clusters. For each wavelength λ in the waveband B, the Destination Cluster
RWA Algorithm (Algorithm 2) identifies a node in the destination cluster that
has traffic originating from the source cluster and is farthest from its hub. The
connection corresponding to wavelength λ from the set is extended from destination hub hd to the node d along P 0 . Similarly, the Source Cluster RWA Algorithm
(Algorithm 3) extends a connection corresponding to wavelength λ from a node
s in the source cluster that has traffic terminating at d and is farthest from its
hub hs on a path P 00 between s and hs .
If no path is found on wavelength λ in the source cluster, its equivalent connection in the destination cluster between d and hd on λ along P 0 is freed. If no
path is found in the destination cluster, connection extension is performed on
the next wavelength in the set. If none of connections in the set established in
step 2(a)i are extended, all of them are freed.
(b) Intra-Cluster Routing and Wavelength Assignment. In this step, only intra-cluster
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traffic demands remain to be satisfied. Bandpaths are established between source
and destination nodes using the Routing and Waveband Assignment Algorithm along
path Q on waveband B.

Algorithm 1 Routing WaveBand Assignment
Input: Mesh DWDM network (GP ), Waveband size L, W wavelengths/link, Traffic Matrix
T = [t(sd) ].
Output: Waveband sized Set of Connections identified by P between a source destination
pair (s, d), such that t(s,d) > 0, and waveband number B.
begin
1. Let B ← 0.
2. Identify a source-destination pair (s, d) which are farthest from each other, such that
t(s,d) > 0.
3. Find the shortest path P over GP between s and d collectively on the wavelength graphs
corresponding to wavelengths B × L, · · · , ((B + 1) × L) − 1.
4. If P is not found, increment B by one and repeat (2-3). If B exceeds W/L, exit with
failure.
5. Remove edges on wavelength graphs corresponding to wavelengths B × L, · · · , ((B +
1) × L) − 1 along P.
6. Return (P, B, s, d).
end

Hub nodes are the only nodes that perform any grooming of lightpaths into wavebands. All
lightpath grooming is performed in the optical domain without using wavelength conversion.

5.3.2

An Example

To further explain the hierarchical model, we use an example depicted in Figure 5.2. Let us
assume single wavelength traffic demands exist from nodes 1 to 4, 2 to 1, and 2 to 7, and no
other traffic demands exist. Upon invoking the Clustering algorithm over the network (shown
in Figure 5.2(a)) with K = 2, we get a network partitioned into two clusters, C3 and C5 with
nodes 3 and 5 as hubs since they have the maximum nodal degree within their cluster. The
resulting network is shown in Figure 5.2(b).
In the Connection Establishment stage, after t(1,4) = 1 and t(2,7) = 1 are aggregated into
inter-cluster traffic demands H by equation 5.7, we get h(3,5) = 2, implying two traffic demands
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Algorithm 2 Destination Cluster RWA
Input: Mesh DWDM network (GP ), Traffic Matrix T = [t(sd) ], Source Cluster Chs with its
hub hs , Destination Cluster Chd and its hub hd , Wavelength to be routed on λ.
Output: Lightpath identified by the path P 0 from hd to d and wavelength λ with d having
originating traffic in Chs .
begin
1. Mark all nodes within the destination cluster as not visited.
(s,d)

2. Consider an unvisited node d farthest away from hd , such that ts∈Ch

s ,d∈Chd

> 0.

3. Find the shortest path P 0 over GP from hd to d on the wavelength graph corresponding
to wavelength λ.
4. If P 0 is not found, mark d as visited and repeat (2-3) until either P 0 is found to some
other node in Chd or all nodes in cluster Chs are visited.
5. Return (P 0 , d).
end

Algorithm 3 Source Cluster RWA
Input: Mesh DWDM network (GP ), Traffic Matrix T = [t(sd) ], Source Cluster Chs with its
Hub hs , Destination Node d, Wavelength to be routed on λ.
Output: Lightpath identified by the path P 00 from s to hs and wavelength λ with s having
traffic terminating in d.
begin
1. Mark all nodes within the source cluster as not visited.
(s,d)

2. Consider an unvisited node s farthest from hs , such that ts∈Ch > 0.
s

3. Find the shortest path
to λ.

P 00

over GP from s to hs on the wavelength graph corresponding

4. If P 00 is not found, mark s as visited and repeat (2-3) until either a P 00 is found to some
other node in Chs or all nodes in cluster Chs are visited.
5. Return (P 00 , s).
end
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Algorithm 4 Waveband Routing and Wavelength Assignment
Input: A mesh DWDM network (GP ) partitioned into m clusters C1 , · · · , Cm having hubs
h1 , · · · , hm , Waveband size L, W wavelengths/link, Traffic Matrix T = [t(sd) ].
Output: Set of Lightpaths in the Logical Topology and routing of the traffic components
t(sd) , Number of ports used at each network node.
begin
1. Initialize the inter-cluster traffic H = [h(sd) ] according to Equation 5.7.
2. While Inter-Cluster traffic exists do
(a) (P, B, hs , hd ) ← RoutingW aveBandAssignmentAlgorithm(GP , L, W, H)
(b) For λ = B × L to ((B + 1) × L) − 1 do
i. (P 0 , d) ← DestinationClusterRW A(GP , T, Cs , Cd , λ).
ii. If P 0 is found then
A. Remove edges on wavelength graph corresponding to λ along P 0 .
B. (P 00 , s) ← SourceClusterRW A(GP , T, Cs , d, λ).
C. If P 00 is found, then remove edges on the wavelength graph corresponding to λ along P 00 and decrement t(s,d) , h(s,d) by one. Else, if P 00
is not found, then insert edges on wavelength graph corresponding to
λ along P 0 .
(c) If no connections are extended, then free all the connections using B along P.
3. While Intra-Cluster traffic exists do
(a) (Q, B, s, d) ← RoutingW aveBandAssignmentAlgorithm(GP , L, W, T )
(b) If t(sd) > L then decrement t(sd) by L, else decrement t(sd) by one.
4. Calculate and print wavelength and number of ports used based on routing information.
end
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Figure 5.2: An example of Hierarchical Model

from cluster C3 to C5 . As there is no traffic from cluster C5 to C3 , h(5,3) = 0. Nodes 2, 1
belong to the same cluster (2, 1 ∈ C3 ); hence, t(2,1) will not be represented in H and all other
entries in H remain zero. Using the Routing and Waveband Assignment Algorithm, we obtain
a routed waveband connection of size L = 2 along path P = (3, 5) on waveband number B0
between nodes hs = 3, hd = 5. Thus, we establish a bandsized set of connection between the
hubs, as shown in Figure 5.2(c).
In the Connection Extension stage, we iterate through each wavelength (λ0 , λ1 ) belonging
to waveband B0 . Initially, we consider the destination cluster C5 and extend a connection
from the destination hub 5 to any node (in this case 7 or 4) having originating traffic (not
yet satisfied) from source cluster C3 . We choose to extend the connection on wavelength λ0
along path P 0 1 = (5, 7), as shown in Figure 5.2(d). Next, we consider the source cluster C3 and
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extend the connection on wavelength λ0 , choosing any node that terminates at 7. Since only 2
has such traffic, the connection is extended along path P 00 1 = (2, 3), as seen in Figure 5.2(e).
We repeat this procedure until t(1,4) is also satisfied.
Lastly, we set up the intra-cluster traffic demands like t(2,1) using the Routing and Waveband
Algorithm, which returns the path Q = (2, 1) on waveband B0 and nodes s = 2, d = 1. Since
t(2,1) = 1 and the waveband has size L = 2, one of the wavelengths is wasted. The resultant
routing is shown in Figure 5.2(f).

5.4

Numerical Results

We now present the results of an experimental study to evaluate the performance of the hierarchical lightpath grooming algorithm described in Section 5.3. For comparison, we also
implemented the balanced path routing with heavy traffic first (BPHT) algorithm [20]. BPHT
was one of the first algorithms developed to groom lightpaths into bandpaths for routing over a
network of switches with waveband grooming and switching capabilities. Unlike our approach,
the BPHT algorithm regards the network as a flat entity for the purpose of forming bandpaths.
Specifically, BPHT computes a small number of shortest paths between each source-destination
pair, and then searches these paths, assigning lightpaths to bandpaths, encouraging band merging and splitting at intermediate nodes, in a greedy manner. Whenever bands operating along
different links are merged, they need to be dropped to the WXC to allow them to combine into
a single band. Similarly. when a band is split, it needs to be dropped to the WXC in order to
break up into smaller bands going out on different links. This increases the number of ports
required at the nodes where band merge or split occurs. For more details on the operation of
this algorithm, please refer to [20].
We conducted our experiments based on a 47-node, 96-link network topology used in [8].
In order to apply our hierarchical algorithm, we partitioned this network into K clusters,
K = 4, 8, 12, using the algorithm in [46] for the K-center problem. The traffic matrix T for
each problem instance is generated by drawing N (N − 1) random numbers (where N = 47 is
the number of nodes) from a Gaussian distribution with mean t and standard deviation of 0.1t;
if the numbers are greater than t, they are rounded up to the next lowest integer, otherwise
they are rounded down to the next highest integer. Any negative numbers are set to zero. The
generated matrix represents the wavelength demands between all source-destination pairs.
We consider two performance metrics in our study: the optical port cost of the network (over
all nodes), and the number of wavelengths required to establish all bandpaths and lightpaths.
The port cost includes the cost of all fiber, waveband, and wavelength ports at each node
in the network. We discuss the performance of our algorithm primarily with respect to the
Fine Granularity MG-OXC model (Figure 5.1(b)) and compare the performance of all models
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Figure 5.3: Port Cost, Hierarchical Approach, Varying Bandsize, K = 8
(i.e. Waterfall, Fine granularity, and Bypass MG-OXC) with one another. All the experiments
consider a single fiber scenario except the last experiment (Figures 5.9 and 5.10), where we
considered 40 wavelengths to be contained in a fiber.
For the results presented in this section, we have varied the mean t of traffic demand. Each
point plotted in the figures represents an average over 30 problem instances (i.e., 30 random
traffic matrices) for the stated values of the network and traffic parameters. We have considered
a confidence interval of 95%.

5.4.1

Variation in Waveband Size

Figure 5.3 plots the number of optical ports required against the mean value t of the traffic
components, using Algorithm 4 for various band sizes when the network is partitioned into
K = 8 clusters. There are two important observations we can make regarding the trend of the
curves. First, the number of ports generally increases with the traffic load, as expected. Second,
a larger band size implies lower optical port cost; again, this behavior is expected, as larger
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Figure 5.4: Wavelength Cost, Hierarchical Approach, Varying Bandsize, K = 8
bands can accommodate more lightpaths, decreasing the number of optical switching ports
required at intermediate nodes. (Note: the fact that the number of ports is in the order of tens
of thousands is due to the large number of traffic demands that need to be carried; specifically,
the minimum (respectively, maximum) number of wavelength capacity traffic demands that
need to be accommodated is equal to 47 × 46 × 2 = 4, 324 for average traffic demand t = 2
(respectively, 47 × 46 × 10 = 21, 620, for t = 10).)
Figure 5.4 plots the wavelength cost against the mean value t of the traffic components, for
various band sizes. Again the network is partitioned into K = 8 clusters. We observe that the
wavelength cost generally increases with traffic demands, as expected. Also, larger band size
implies higher wavelength cost. This can be explained as follows, larger band sizes results in
more lightpaths being routed together to use band ports at intermediate nodes. However, this
requires a contiguous set of wavelengths to be free along the path on which the lightpaths are
routed together, increasing the wavelength number over the links in this path.
Figure 5.5 shows that the observations applied for the hierarchical approach can be applied
for BPHT as well. However, the number of ports used by BPHT is much higher than the
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Figure 5.5: Port Cost, Balanced Path Heavy Traffic (BPHT), Varying Bandsize

hierarchical approach, this can be explained as follows. Since BPHT encourages band merges
and splits, a number of bands are dropped to the WXC layer before being added back to
the BXC layer again. This increases the number of ports needed at the nodes, where band
merges and splits take place. However, in the hierarchical approach, band merges and splits
are allowed only at the hubs. The bands are routed between source and destination hubs (from
the respective source and destination) without modification.
Figure 5.6 shows BPHT using lesser number of wavelengths than the hierarchical approach.
This can be explained by observing that, BPHT encourages band merges and splits, in the process more tightly packing the lightpaths together as bandpaths, as compared to the hierarchical
approach.

5.4.2

Variation in Cluster Size

Figure 5.7 plots the optical port cost against the traffic load when the band size L = 8 and
when the network is partitioned into K = 4, 8, and 12 clusters. We see that the results of our
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Figure 5.6: Wavelength Cost, Balanced Path Heavy Traffic (BPHT), Varying Bandsize

algorithm depend on the number K of clusters. We observe that using 8 clusters requires much
fewer ports than 4 clusters, as each node tends to be closer to its local hub, hence, carrying the
traffic to and from the hub requires fewer ports. However, using 12 clusters results in slightly
more ports than 4 clusters. This is due to hub-to-hub connections conflicting with non-hub node
to hub connections forcing the latter to take longer route. Again, we observe BPHT requires
more ports than hierarchical approach for all the clusters considered. Figure 5.8 plots the
number of wavelengths as a function of traffic load for L = 8. We observe that a larger number
of clusters requires fewer wavelengths. This result can be explained by the fact that for a small
number of clusters, each hub has to transmit (receive) a large amount of traffic to (from) other
hubs; hence, the links directly connected to hubs tend to become congested requiring many
wavelengths. With 8 clusters, each hub handles less traffic, alleviating the congestion on its
links and leading to fewer wavelengths. However, using 12 clusters results in the use of higher
wavelengths as a result of the conflict between hub-hub connections and non-hub node to hub
connections. This conflict results in lightpaths being more loosely packed into bandpaths, as
compared to the 8 clusters.
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Figure 5.7: Port Cost, Hierarchical Approach and BPHT, Varying Number of Clusters, L = 8

5.4.3

Comparison of Different Models

Finally, Figure 5.9 plots the number of optical ports when different models are used for band
size L = 7 when the network is partitioned into K = 8 clusters. We find that the Fine
Granularity MG-OXC requires the least number of optical ports; this is expected due to the
flexibility it offers, helping us to take advantage of waveband grooming and waveband adds and
drops. We note, however, that entire fibers are rarely dropped to (added from) the WXC due
to the large amount of inter-cluster bypass traffic at the nodes. The Waterfall Model can add
or drop only wavelengths and hence requires more optical ports than Fine Granularity Model.
The Bypass Model does not have waveband grooming ability forcing entire fibers to be dropped
(added) at either the BXC or the WXC. Fibers are dropped (added) to BXC only if none of
the traffic demands in the fiber require wavelength switching, adds, or drops at the concerned
node. At all other times they are dropped to the WXC, thus, the Bypass MG-OXC performs
worst and uses significantly more ports. Our studies (Figure 5.10) indicate that all models have
identical wavelength costs, since the routing and wavelength assignment of traffic demands is
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Figure 5.8: Wavelength Cost, Hierarchical Approach and BPHT, Varying Number of Clusters,
L=8
independent of the models used in the network.
Overall, these results indicate that the hierarchical algorithm is very scalable, not only in
terms of bandsize, but also in terms of the number of clusters considering its utilization of
network resources, including optical ports and wavelengths.

5.5

Conclusions

We have presented a hierarchical approach to grooming lightpath traffic and routing wavebands
over a multigranular optical network. In our model, the network is partitioned into clusters,
and one node in each cluster is designated as the hub. Inter-cluster traffic is routed through
the hubs in a manner conducive to the formation of wavebands, thus reducing bypass traffic
overhead at the intermediate nodes. Our algorithm easily scales across bandsizes and different
cluster sizes, the considering optical port cost and number of wavelengths.
The present solution considers long-term traffic forecasts to minimize the number of ports
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Figure 5.9: Port Cost, Varying Switch Architectures, K = 8, L = 8
used over the network. Changes in traffic forecasts cannot be accommodated by the present
solution. We have also considered a homogeneous network where all nodes have the same MGOXC. Our approach needs to be extended to take advantage of heterogeneity, if any is present
in the network.
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Chapter 6

Summary and Future Work
In this work, we proposed mechanisms to implement bandwidth on demand services provisioned
by a cloud provider, accessible by applications while lowering the cost of delivering these services
over the provider’s optical network. We minimize the number of optical ports and wavelengths
required to satisfy long-term traffic demand estimates using a hierarchical approach. The
hierarchical approach is conceptually simple and establishes lightpaths to satisfy traffic demand
estimates. Experimental results show that this approach easily scales across different waveband
sizes and numbers of clusters in a given network.
We provide cloud applications with mechanisms to request network bandwidth, using the
SILO network architecture, without exposing the details of the cloud provider’s networking
infrastructure to the application. The SILO architecture is used primarily as a result of its
ability to provide customized, per-flow network stacks to applications, as well as enabling the
easy deployment of new network functions as services by the cloud provider.
Application requests for bandwidth greater than the underlying network speed are accommodated by splitting the high bandwidth application flow into multiple virtual circuits; each
virtual circuit operates at the network link speed and is carried over lightpaths established
during network design. Flow aggregation is performed using connection points and its associated connection point aware service; implementation of different flow aggregation policies like
Round Robin, Priority Scheduling and so on, can be done within the Virtual Concatenation
service. Bandwidth modification requests made by applications, are handled by the Link Capacity Adjustment Scheme tuning algorithm; the SILO and Service Manager ensures that the
applications do not monopolize available network resources.
Low bandwidth application flows are multiplexed with other flows in a bandwidth proportionate manner into a single virtual circuit, all flows within the virtual circuit originate from
the same source and terminate at the same destination. Interface silos are established to service
these virtual circuits at system startup, and each virtual circuit uses one network interface and
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services multiple application flows with shorter lifetimes than itself. The Grooming service can
implement different flow aggregation policies, while the Scheduling tuning algorithm accommodates application flows starting at different instances of time. The Grooming service schedules
the interface silo to process data into the virtual circuit at periodic time intervals.

6.1

Future Work

The contributions of this thesis are placed primarily within optical network design and end
system architectures; however, there are several additional directions in which this work can be
extended. These directions are discussed below.
1. Accommodating Survivability Concerns of Low Bandwidth Flows: The Virtual Concatenation functionality has a mechanism to handle network failures. However, such protection
or recovery mechanisms are presently unavailable for low bandwidth flows. It would be
useful to augment the Grooming functionality of the current SILO prototype to provide
path-based protection or recovery mechanisms.
2. Automation of Network Management functions: Our work for this thesis has assumed that
virtual circuits can be dynamically established between data centers and optical networks.
In reality, data center networks and optical networks use different control planes that may
not be compatible. We would like to investigate mechanisms to automate this process
using common control plane technologies to reserve network resources and establish endto-end virtual circuits between source and destination nodes.
3. Joint Resource Allocation Mechanisms for Network and Computing Resources: Current
mechanisms for the resource allocation of networking and computing resources operate
independently, which can lead to sub-optimal solutions. We would like to devise joint resource allocation mechanisms for applications requesting both computing and networking
resources.
4. Performance Characterizations of the SILO Architecture: Until now, we have concentrated on designing the architectural capabilities of the SILO architecture. We believe
that performance analysis of the SILO components is important, if it is to be accepted
by the networking community. We would like to develop system optimization techniques
based on a performance analysis of the SILO architecture.
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Appendix A

List of Abbreviations
API

Application Programming Interface

App Flow

Application Data Flow

ATM

Asynchronous Transfer Mode

BPHT

Balanced Path, Heavy Traffic

BXC

Waveband Cross Connect

CN

Congestion Notification

CTRL

Control (Virtual Concatenation)

DCBX

Data Center Bridging Capabilities Exchange Protocol

DWDM

Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing

DXC

Digital Cross Connect

ETS

Enhanced Transmission Selection

FIND

Future Internet Design

FIRE

Future-Generation Internet Architecture

FTP

File Transfer Protocol

FXC

Fiber Cross Connect

GID

Group Identifier (Virtual Concatenation)

IP

Internet Protocol

IPSec

Internet Protocol Security

LCAS

Link Capacity Adjustment Scheme

MFI

Multi Frame Indicator (Virtual Concatenation)

MG-OXC

Multi Granular Optical Cross Connect

MPLS

Multiprotocol Label Switching
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MST

Member Status (Virtual Concatenation)

NewArch

Future-Generation Internet Architecture

NIC

Network Interface Card

ORCA-BEN

Open Resource Control Architecture - Breakable Experimental Network

OSPF

Open Shortest Path First

OTN

Optical Transport Network Protocol

OXC

Optical Cross Connect

PFC

Priority-based Flow Control

RBA

Role Based Architecture

RNA

Recursive Network Architecture

RS-Ack

Resequence Acknowledgement (Virtual Concatenation)

RWA

Routing and Wavelength Assignment

SCA

SILO Construction Agent (SILO: Services Integration and controL Optimization)

SILO

Services Integration and controL Optimization

SMA

SILO Management Agent (SILO: Services Integration and controL Optimization)

SOA

Service Oriented Architectures

SONET

Synchronous Optical Network

SQ

Sequence Number (Virtual Concatenation)

TCP

Transmission Control Protocol

TLS

Transport Layer Security

UDP

User Datagram Protocol

USTAS

Universe of Services and Tuning Algorithm Storage

VCAT

Virtual Concatenation

VDO

Video Application

VLAN

Virtual Local Area Network

vNIC

Virtual Network Interface Card

VT

Virtual Tributaries

WXC

Wavelength Cross Connect
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